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Abstract 
The entropy concepts in thermodynamics, statistical mechanics, 
~­information theory and optics are discussed along theirArelation-
ships. 
As a first step of the application of the entropy concept we 
evaluate the entropy loss in optical system (one- and two-dimension-
al cases) vs. defocussing from geometrical and physical optics view-
points. 
After reviewing the image formation with Fourier analysis and 
bringing it to a general formulation, we consider the foundations of 
the optical image formulation in terms of matrices and apply it to 
several illustrative cases. 
We investigate the properties of the illumination matrix of 
optics proposed by Gabor and Garno under the guidance of statistical 
mechanical density matrix. Comparison between the density matrix 
and the illumination matrix is considered. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
There have been three major areas of research in the field of 
optical image formation. 
Image formation, based on the techniques of Fourier analysis, 
was developed principally by Duffieux and has been extended and 
applied to particular problems by many people. The work of Duffieux, 
along with Hopkins' introduction of the partial coherence factor, has 
extended the scope of the theory of image formation in general terms. 
Image formation in terms of Fourier analysis is now complete. Pres-
ently stress is being placed on the application of communication 
theory techniques to optics. Together with the extension of the con-
cepts of diffraction theory, the analogy between the Fourier tech-
niques involved in image formation and in communication theory has 
successfully served as a stepping-stone for recent advances in the 
optics of image formation. 
Quite recently Gabor and Gamo simultaneously and independently 
proposed a theory of image formation with the use of matrices, where-
in the matrix elements consist of the partial coherence factors in-
troduced earlier by Zernike and Hopkins in describing microscopic 
image formation. The matrix description of image forming systems 
was developed under the guidance of statistical and quantum mechan-
ics in which the "density matrix" plays an important role. There 
1 
then results a statistical description of optics which bears a similar 
relation to phenomenological optics (in the image forming systems) that 
statistical mechanics bears to thermodynamics. Garno in particular has 
extended this approach. 
Despite the important role played by the concept of partial co-
herence (as well as its long history) in the field of image formation, 
it must be kept in mind that its introduction and development origin-
ally served to bridge the gap between complete coherence and complete 
incoherence concepts. The use of general correlation functions, as 
introduced by Wolf, Blane-Lapierre and Dumontet, has led to further 
generalizations in this area. An important feature of the theory of 
partial coherence lies in the fact that it operates with quantities· 
(correlation functions and time average intensities) which are deter-
mined by experiment. In particular, the correlation functions (Wolf) 
vigorously obey two wave equations equivalent to the Maxwellian des-
cription of electromagnetic wave propagation. The general theory of 
partial coherence thus has been extensively examined and is presently 
utilized in much of the research in image formation. 
It is the purpose of this paper to discuss not only the Fourier 
and matrix descriptions of image forming systems, but also to trace 
the comparative development of the three major areas. Chapter II is 
devoted to the discussion of the various entropy concepts and the re-
lationships therein. Chapter III treats the problem of entropy loss 
2 
as a function of defocussing in an optical system. In Chapter IV, 
the parallel developments of image formation with Fourier analysis 
and with the matrix description are presented and extended. The 
matrix description is applied to several illustrative cases. In 
Chapter V, the analogy between the roles of the illumination matrix 
in optics and the density matrix in statistical mechanics is consider-
ed. In particular, the properties of the illumination matrix (pro-
posed by Gabor and Gamo) are investigated. In conclusion, Chapter VI 
summarizes the major points, and the possible areas of future investi-
gation. 
3 
1. Introduction 
CHAPTER II 
ENTROPY CONCEPTS 
The concept of entropy in thermodynamics was first introduced by 
Clausius (1857a, b) as a quantity of state which is characteristic for 
a body regarding the transformation from intrinsic energy into mechan-
ical energy. Starting with the works of Bernoulli (1738) and Kronig 
(1856), the kinetic theory of gases was developed by Clausius (1857a, 
b, 1858, 1862, 1870a, b), Maxwell (1860, 1867, 1868a, b) and Boltzmann 
(1868, 1872, 1869, 1898) in which the entropy concept as one of phenom-
enological concepts could be interpreted in terms of the interplay of 
the particles. Statistical mechanics had a parallel development with 
the kinetic theory. A great advance was made by Boltzmann (1872) who 
introduced the function 
where (tu,,,~ "') is any distribution function of the three compo-
nents u, v and w (ter Haar, 1956). Introducing the concept of proba-
bility, Boltzmann and Gibbs (1902) extended statistical mechanics so 
as to apply to ensembles of systems. 
From the pioneering work of Shannon (1948), the theory of infor-
mation has been born and rapidly developed. This theory was initially 
4 
2.1) 
the result of a very practical discussion of certain problems of com-
munication systems (cf. Brillouin, 1956). However, a great deal of 
the development in the theory has been done from the mathematical point 
of view due to the existence of a simple mathematical expression based 
on probability considerations; 
which is a measure of the choice of a message as well as the average 
information in long messages. This expression is identical to that 
introduced by Boltzmann describing entropy in statistical mechanics. 
Physics enters the picture through a remarkable similarity between 
information and entropy. This similarity was noticed long ago by 
Szilard (1929) who investigated the problem of Maxwell's demon. The 
connection between information and entropy was rediscovered by Shannon 
(1948) in a different class of problems. As recently used in various 
fields, entropy itself often becomes confused in some way. Thermody-
namic entropy, communication entropy, optical entropy, etc., are dis-
cussed in their own fields. In this chapter the various entropy con-
cepts are discussed along with their relationships. 
2. Entropy in Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics 
A. Entropy and H-Theorem 
The concept of thermodynamic entropy, as mainly developed by 
5 
2.2) 
6 
Clausius (1857a, b, 1858) and Kelvin, is based on the conservation of 
energy and Carnot 1s principle which describes the degradation of energy. 
If a system receives a quantity of heat ~q, there corresponds an in-
crease 
LlJ'.;:; 
) 
of the entropy of the system where T is the absolute temperature (ex-
amples can be found in any standard text on thermodynamic~. Combined 
with the entropy concept, the second law of thermodynamics is estab-
lished, that is, the entropy increases. 
Boltzmann (1872) introduced the H-function (equation 2.1)) in 
order to prove that any non-equilibrium distribution will tend to an 
equilibrium distribution. The following result is well known for the 
time derivative of the H-function (ter Haar, 1955, 1956); 
It thus follows from equation 2.4) that H will steadily decrease until 
it reaches a minimum value. Equation 2.4), which states that H can 
never increase, is known as Boltzmannl,s H-theorem. 
One can derive a formula for the equilibrium distribution func-
tion by taking H to be a minimum as the equilibrium condition. The 
2.3) 
2.4) 
result is the so-called Maxwell distribution of statistical mechanics, 
In general, His given, instead of equation 2,1), by the equation; 
H £ 
where the integration extends over the whole of ~-space (ter Haar, 
1956, page 30); where f (distribution function) is now a function of 
the a-generalized coordinate qk and the a-generalized momenta Pk (s • 
number of degrees of freedom of one particle); and where Jw is a 
volume element in ~-space, 
For the special case of a gaseous system consisting of non-inter-
acting atoms, ter Haar (1956) discussed the relation between Boltz-
mann 1 s H-function and the thermodynamical entropy per unit volume, 
J - -;~ fl 6 
where k is Boltzmann's constant (Planck, 1900a, b), The fact that H 
can never increase corresponds to the well-known statement of the 
7 
2 .5) 
2. 6) 
2.7) 
second law of ~hermodynamics, i.e., that the entropy will never de-
crease. It may be remarked here that although in thermodynamics the 
entropy is defined only in the case of equilibrium, H is defined for 
non-equilibrium situations and we can use equation 2.7) as a defini-
tion of the entropy in such non-equilibrium situations. 
As a final point concerning the relationship between entropy S 
and the statistical mechanical quantity H (as given by equation 2.7)), 
it is of interest to consider the special case of a system which is 
regarded as being with equal probability in one or another of a group 
of W indistinguishable eigenstate& (on the basis of our macroscopic 
measurements). It will be seen that the relation 2.7) would then as-
sume the form 
This has the form of the relation between entropy and probability as 
considered by Boltzmann (1896, 1898) and Planck (1900a, b). The quan-
tity W is sometimes called the thermodynamic probability (Tolman, 1938, 
ter Haar, 1956). 
B. H-Theorem in Classical Ensemble Theory 
With the Gibbsian (1902) development of statistical mechanics and 
introduction of the ensemble theory, a new element entered the discus-
sion. Gibbs attempted to show that an ensemble of systems would evolve 
8 
2.8) 
in such a way that it would approach to a micro- or a macrocanonical 
ensemble, Thus Boltzmann's function 2,5) was reformulated under these 
ensemble ideas, We must here introduce a slightly different H-theorem, 
To simplify our discussion we shall consider only systems containing 
one kind of particles, Let j)()JJ' f, "t) )w, denote the number of sys-
tems in the ensemble with )I particles within .lcJv of phase space. 
The volume Jwi is given by equation 2,6) 
where )) is the number of particles and ?1- SY in equation 2.6), 
Let At,,.. be the number of systems in the ensemble, so that 
where the integration extends each time over the whole of phase space, 
* Introduce the density of the ensemble ftJI,' { 6) by 
It follows that ;P satisfies the normalization condition 
* Gibbs calls D the density (in phase) and jP the coefficient of 
probability. 
9 
2.9) 
2.10) 
2,11) 
10 
2.12) 
is the probability density of finding the system 
in the r -th portion of phase space of volwne tffJJv at the locus (p,q). 
f is referred to as the "fine-grained" density (or the generic density) 
and depends upon precise microscopic knowledge of the instantaneous posi-
tion of the system in its phase space. The index of probability 7 
given by the equation 
The average value .(G> of any phase function G( )J; p,q) is given by 
the equation 
zf e--, f' 
We now consider the quantity based on the fine-grained density by the 
equation 
is 
2.13) 
2.14) 
2.15) 
We see from equations 2.13), 2.14) and 2.15) that Hf is the average 
of the logarithm of the fine-grained density, 
We now introduce the "coarse-grained" density P( jl ; p,q) which 
was generalized by Tolman (1938). Instead of Hf we now introduce a 
function H by the equation 
c 
where P is defined as follows: divide for each V the corresponding 
·r space into finite but small cells tJ" of voltnne !1//.:J,) , and let 
P be the average of ~ over 4JY , 
7) t := 
We now get 
I 
11 
2.16) 
2.17) 
2.18) 
2.19) 
where P is normalized. We see from equations 2.14) and 2.15) that 
H is the average value of the logarithm of the coarse-grained den-
c 
sity 
He - ft;e P. 
It is customary to discuss the coarse-grained density, since it is 
impossible to determine the state of a system with fine-grained pre-
cision experimentally. We may remark at this point that although the 
distinction between fine-grained and coarse-grained densities is as-
sumed in Gibbs' book (1902), the two are not clearly distinguished in 
the discussion (discussions were given in detail by the Ehrenhests 
(1906), Poincare (1906), Lorentz (1907) and Kroo (1911)). 
3. Entropy in Information Theory and Its Relation to Thermodynamic Entropy 
A. Entropy in Information Theory 
"If p1 , p2 , •••• pn are the respective probabilities of occurrence 
of n exhaustive and mutually exclusive events, the amount of informs-
tion contained in the statement that the i-th event has in fact occurred 
is 1 k log -- where k is a positive constant." 
Pi 
This fundamental concept of probability became a starting point for 
information theory (Shannon, 1948). The choice of the coefficient k is 
a matter of convenience and amounts to the choice of a unit of measure. 
12 
2.20) 
If, in particular, we choose as unity the amount of information in 
announcing the result of an equiprobable choice between two events 
(e.g., heads or tails), then k- 1 when the log is taken to the base 
2. 1 We call the above unit the "bit"; thus there are log2 p bits of 
information in the statement that one person has won a track race 
when his prior probability of winning was p. 
In practice, we are usually concerned, not with the information 
content of the announcement of a single event, but with the statis-
tical mean information content of the announcements of the events as 
they occur. This is given by the sum 
or taking the base of the logarithm to be 2 and k = 1, we obtain the 
quantity 
where the quantity is measured in bits. Here H is called the average 
amount of information, or simply the entropy. The form of Hs is si~ 
ilar to the H-function of statistical mechanics where pi is the proba-
bility of a system being in cell i of its phase space (discussed in 
the previous section). Hs is then-~ in Boltzmann's H-theorem. 
13 
2.21) 
2.22) 
B. Informational Entropy and Thermodynamic Entropy 
Now we consider the relationships of the information function 2.19) 
of Shannon to Boltzmann's H-function 2.5), generalized H-theorems 2.15) 
and 2.17), and thermodynamic entropy. For the case in which probabil-
ities are equivalent for all possible events, equation 2.22) becomes 
where G is the number of possible events of the system. Comparing 
equation 2.22) with Boltzmann's H-function, ~· we find that Boltz-
mann 1 s ~ is of an equivalent form, except for units, to the Shannon 
information function Hs' since~ of equation 2.12), the probability 
density in phase space, and pi' of equation 2.22), the expectation for 
the i-th event, depend upon precise specification of the state of the 
system. We thus obtain the following relation 
where a is the constant for changing from naperian units to binary 
units. Therefore, a is given by 
14 
2.23) 
2.24) 
2.25) 
Thus the specification of the density in phase space of the ensemble 
representing a mechanical system requires Hs bits, i,e,, 1.443 Hf bits, 
Using equations 2,7) and 2.24) we obtain the following result, 
S' = 0, 71 ~ 
which is the relation between thermodynamic entropy and information 
entropy (the variable is energy). 
Equation 2,23) was derived for the case of equilibrium, For sys-
tems in non-equilibrium the relationship will still be valid providing 
that the state of the system is such that it can be obtained by a ser-
ies of reversible processes from a standard state, Then the system 
can be divided into parts which can be represented by ensembles which 
satisfy equation 2,23) and its boundary conditions, Hf will be des-
cribed by the combination of the representative ensembles, The entropy 
corresponding to Hf would be the sum of the entropies of the parts, 
Therefore, the correspondence of the total entropy S to Shannon1 s in-
formational entropy will depend, as in the case of a system near equi-
librium, upon the manner in which the pk's approach the ~'s for the 
representative ensembles, 
On the other hand, using equations 2,23) and 2,26), we obtain the 
following relation, 
15 
2.26) 
Then the two equations 2.8) and 2.27) give us the form, 
By equation 2.25), the above equation becomes, 
This shows that G in information theory and W in thermodynamics are 
conceptually equivalent. 
C. Entropy in Continuous Case and Change of Entropy with the 
Coordinate System 
We have seen previously that the amount of entropy received from 
an observation of the outcome of a set of discrete possibilities is 
given by equation 2.22) which depends upon the a priori probabilities. 
In the extension of this entropy to the entropy for a continuous range 
of values, we must use the continuous distribution P(t) of the single 
value t instead of the discrete value p1 • As a result, we can get the 
entropy of a continuous distribution as 
16 
2.27) 
2.28) 
2.29) 
We have supposed above that this coordinate system is one-dimensional, 
but the extension to n-dimensions is straightforward. In the n-dimen-
sional case the equation 
where dV- dt1 , dt2 , •••• dtn• defines the continuous entropy H, rel-
ative to the coordinate system (t1 , t 2 , •••• tn) of the point P = (t1 , 
t2, ..•. t ) whose probability distribution is represented in these n 
coordinates by the function P(t1 , t 2 , •••• tn). 
The effect of changing coordinates on the entropy is interesting 
(Goldman, 1954). The entropy change of a distribution from the co-
ordinates x1, x2, •••• xn to new coordinates y 1, y 2, •••• yn expressed 
by the following equation, 
17 
2.30) 
2 .31) 
2.32) 
~ See Shannon, 1948, or Goldman, 1954 (The problem from the discrete 
case to the continuous case is slightly discussed in the book (Bell, 
1950)). 
18 
where J is the Jacobian of the transformation. An interesting case 
is the linear transformations in which equation 2.32) can be written 
by 
2.33) 
where 
i g., <;:}, ' u~~ tlJ._ an .. y; 
/d.i t-= I ilo, a.H-
' ...-~x;- / -~ 
{/,~ I "1, 2.34) 
- - - I d';j, 
,J(;) ~' C! K, iJx, 
(J,, O..n '· I I C}{jn J)/, J;<, ,!Y~ 
Equation 2.33) will be used in the next chapter. 
4. Entropy Concept in Optics 
Information theory has been applied by many people, in particular, 
by Gabor (1953), Blane-Lapierre (1953), Toraldo di Francia (1955), Lin-
foot and Fellgett (1955) and Gamo (1956). However, the entropy concept 
with the relation to information in an optical image has been discussed 
mainly by Linfoot. Recently, Garno (1956) has discussed an entropy-like 
quantity from the matrix optics point of view. It is known that an 
optical image is regarded simply as an approximate reproduction of the 
optical object because of aberrations and diffraction. Considering 
these factors we can not expect that an optical image is capable of 
reproducing the object exactly. Thus, when we think of the limit of 
optical efficiency it becomes appropriate to treat the image as a re-
ceived message which gives information about the object rather than 
as a simulacrum of the object. When we regard the observed image as 
a received message about the intensity distribution in the object, the 
optical systems can be considered as a problem in communication theory, 
and Shannon•s concept of quantity of entropy can be applied to it. The 
application provides a means of assessing the quality of an optical 
image in terms of its entropy content which shows the distribution 
condition in the image. Consider first an observation system in which 
19 
the effect of an observation is to leave the receiver in one of a finite 
set of mutually distinguishable states called "indicator state" by Lin-
foot. According to information theory discussed previously, the infor-
mation content of a single indicator state in a set of n possible in-
dicator states, all of equal prior probability p - 1/n, is log n = log 1/p. 
This is true of each indicator state in the set. Therefore, the sta-
tistical mean entropy of a single indicator state is log n. If we take 
the base of the logarithm to be 2, the entropy is log2 n bits. General-
ly, the prior probabilities p1 , p2 , •••• pn of then indicator states 
are not equal. In this case the information gained on observing that 
the receiver is in the i-th indicator state is log 1/pi' where pi is 
is the prior probability of that state. The entropy content per 
indicator is now 
- ::[fJ, 11, f,< • 
According to Linfoot 1 s idea, we define the "effective number of 
indicator states" as that number N of equiprobable states which would 
provide the same statistical mean information per observation as does 
the actual set. Thus, it is given by the equation 
We now consider a simplified model of an optical receiving system as 
follows1 The rectangular image field is divided up into small cells 
of diameter comparable with the resolution-limit of the system. Each 
cell is supposed to be capable of a finite number of distinguishable 
discrete states or, in optics, brightness levels. Then if M is the 
number of cells and m the number of brightness levels for each cell, 
M the total number of possible images is m • Therefore, the above en-
tropy concept can be applied in this case. 
This model is too much simplified. In actual cases, an image 
formed by an optical system does not consist of separate cells, but 
of overlapping diffraction patterns. Also, the possible values of 
the intensity at a given point of the image form a continuous distri-
bution and not a finite set of discrete brightness levels. However, 
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2.35) 
it is possible to develop an analytical technique which allows a 
quantitative discussion of entropy content of optical images. Com-
paring entropy concept with the ensemble theory in statistical me-
chanics we can find that there are many similarities between them 
and that there is room to develop entropy concept furthermore into 
the new optical concept under the guidance of statistical mechanics. 
In addition to this fundamental development, there are several 
interesting entropy studies in the field of application of its funda-
mental ideas such as the papers on the relation between graininess and 
entropy by O'Neill (1958), on the picture quality of the color tele-
vision by Neidhardt (1958), and on the problem of optimal optical sys-
tem by Ingarden (1959). 
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CHAPTER III 
ENTROPY LOSS IN OPTICAL SYSTEMS 
1. Preface 
In the formation of an optical image {to be treated in the next 
chapter), the image can be expressed as the convolution of the object 
with a spread function which characterizes the optical system. In 
systems for which the spread function does not change appreciably from 
one part of the field to another, the Fourier transform of the image 
24 
is obtained to a sufficient approximation on multiplying the Fourier 
transform of the object with that of the spread function. More gen-
erally, this holds for any part of the field of a non-isoplanatic sys-
tem over which the changes in the form of the spread function are s~ll 
enough to be disregarded; we call such an area an isoplanatic patch. 
Working over such an area, an optical system can be regarded as a lin-
ear filter. 
On the other hand, in considering an optical system from the point 
of view of information theory we can regard it as a communication chan-
nel based upon the relation between the electrical and the optical ana-
logue {Cheatham and Kohlenberg 1952, Elias 1953). Thus many optical 
systems perform a linear transformation of an object distribution to 
an image distribution as a communication channel. Since the advent of 
information theory in optics, it has been found that there are many use-
ful applications. When referring to information theory in optics, one 
25 
often means merely the application of Fourier analysis to optics. 
Many optical systems for the transfer of information are non-linear 
so that Fourier analysis loses its application to such a system such 
as a photographic emulsion (Eyer 1958), but the fundamental theorems 
of information theory can still be applied. 
Now let us consider the general theorems on the application of 
information theory to optics. (a) The development of a mathematical 
theory of information depends upon the existence of a simple mathe-
matical expression, namely 
which is a measure of information in communication systems. Boltzmann 
and Gibbs used this expression for entropy in statistical mechanics. 
Since the concept of entropy was studied in thermodynamics as a meas-
ure of the disorder of a system, it is natural that the amount of in-
formation is related to the disorder of the system. (b) In addition 
to the above application, in optics actual measurements of the entropy 
are seldom made. Therefore, we introduce the following quantity, 
.HI 
.afl" f0l11" /Yt(J/d'( 3.2) 
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which was derived by Shannon (1948) (detail discussions can be found 
in the book (Goldman, 1954)) and is called the entropy loss of the 
system. On the assumption that an optical system is linear and a 
low pass filter, the quantity stated above is applicable (discussed 
later in detail in this chapter). The entropy loss relating to the 
loss of information depends upon the bandwidth of the ensemble and 
the transfer characteristic of the system. (c) Originated in the field 
of mathematics, the sampling theorem was really useful in the formation 
of information theory. Toraldo di Francia (1955a, b) applied this math-
ematical tool to the resolving power of an optical system. Linfoot and 
Fellgett (1955) used this in the study of image quality assessment. The 
sampling theory will be discussed in the next chapter of the formation 
of matrix optics. (d) The correlation functions and techniques are very 
useful in many theoretical and practical problems of optics. The prop-
erties of correlation function can be found in many books (cf. Rice 1944, 
1945, Goldman 1954, Davenport and Root 1958, Bendat 1958). They have 
been rapidly developed in their applications to optical systems (Hopkins 
1955a, b, c, 1957, de 1955). For example, Fellgett (1953) and Jones (1955) 
investigated a description of methods of determining film noise spectrum; 
the relations between two measures of photographic granularity were ex-
amined theoretically and experimentally by Zweig (1956) in terms of the 
general autocorrelation function; Tamura and Kubota (1957) studied the 
power spectrum of A grains of photographic emulsion; techniques for the g 
measurement of the autocorrelation of a two-dimensional pattern have 
been reported by Kovasznay and Arman (1957) from the experimental point 
of view. Thus the autocorrelation function is used to define a useful 
specification of image quality in a lens system. (e) Optical noise 
(for example, O'Neill 1956, Sayanagi 1958) was brought in the field 
of optics from information theory. So far we just consider several 
useful applications of information theory to optics. Under this con-
sideration, especially keeping in mind those denoted (a) and (b), we 
may use the concept of entropy for the optical system as a linear fil-
ter. In image formation, each element of the object gives use to a 
more or less blurred distribution in the image surface. Of course, the 
focal shift of the image plane makes the image more blurred so that the 
defocussing changes the image entropy compared with the object entropy 
through the optical system. In this chapter as a first step of the ap-
plication of the entropy concept we evaluate the entropy loss in optic-
al system vs. defocussing. 
2. Entropy Loss in Linear Filter 
A. One-Dimensional Case 
"If an ensemble having an entropy Hn per degree of freedom in band 
w is passed through a linear filter with a transmission characteristic 
Y(f), the output ensemble has an entropy Hn1 per degree of freedom, 
where 
fl., t j ~-· " L . frt I Y!_/1/ "'a' I r;!tAI (/ j 0• D ~ 
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3.3) 
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(See Goldman 1954) 
Let us take 
which represents the entropy loss for the filter. Equation 3.4) 
makes sense physically in the optical case, since a completely ran-
dom scene with sharp discontinuities showing a high degree of dis-
order will always be smoother (less sharp) in the image planes, i.e., 
possess lower entropy. 
B. Extension of One-Dimensional Case (equation 3.3)) to Two-Dimensional 
Case 
To extend the above theorem, we shall consider 
I 
to be the values of an input signal at the two-dimensional frequency 
domain. The F1 s stand for real components, while the K1 s are imagin-
ary components. 
Let the values of the output signal be 
F rK. ') 'r_v)r _, . / '·- -) ( ( I y I K, ( ' I ; I: ( gl X) ~ ( 'r, y ,· 
I 
;:;.{ , o- z )' c' r ?, )''J 
) W' /TTt. 
Let us also write 
r/f /J =- rrrt I/ -r -t'J' t( I'/ 
Then we have 
Thus we obtain 
- (r-f r- Sl( J ~ -< r ,.s" r -~- fr' r) 
Gtt f..' 1 h I J Y I 
j''f(,l (,) h 
S({ /,)K/ 
f GI/, (, 'U:; 
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3.5) 
The effect of a linear transformation on entropy yields the 
following equation (Golddan 1954) 
where 
I .. I -1 tid . 
Equation 3,5) indicates a linear transformation from the un-
primed to the primed coordinates, Using equation 3,6) we may 
therefore write 
i 
!-( =- !I -r . (f ftl t'J 
Sft, (,') 
-S(f,,[) 
r;rt, 1 'J 
c 
c 
4'-ri, D -.rft, t:'J 
S rt.t!J t;r t, t 'J 
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3,7) 
The second part of the above equation 3.7) becomes 
where 
Tc=-
Thus we get for equation 3.7) 
""' ll'~ 1-1-+ rr// ~, /''r'll 1/1/ ~J!i(1 
~} 
The output ensemble has an entropy H ' per degree of freedom in 
n 
the two-dimensional case, where 
Vv' 
-t- 1 , // i?' ";)rl (vl'dtjl/ 
(2/)/) J) ' 
c' 
Thus the entropy loss for the filter in the two-dimensional 
case is represented by 
.. 
: "~--. ~,~~ jj /,(,I '1-r( l/1 <7lluf(: 
- j 
3. Entropy Loss in Geometrical Optics vs. Defocussing 
A. One-Dimensional Case. 
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3.8) 
3 .9) 
3.10) 
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We shall consider the entropy loss in geometrical optics case 
vs. defocussing. using equation 3.4) obtained in the previous sec-
tion. In the optical case we can replace the linear filter with a 
transmission characteristic Y(f) by the transfer function·?' (tJ) of 
the optical system. 
Thus we can rewrite equation 3.4) as followsz 
3.11) 
which represents the entropy loss in the optical system in bits per 
degree of freedom. 
For the geometrical optics case the transfer function ('(w) is 
given by 
3.12) 
where d is the ~lf-width of geometrical spread. 
The function given equation 3.12) is shown in Figure 3-1. 
Then we have for the entropy loss 
with the agreement that 
We shall compute equation 3.13). 
Let us put f = ~d and change the logarithmic base from 
2 to e. 
According to the above agreement of equation 3.14), (' is 
always less than 11..- (i.e. ( < 7C ) • Under the restruction 
we can expand the first term of equation 3.15) as follows: 
~ 
t}o 
Then we have 
2 
TC• 
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3.13) 
3.14) 
3.15) 
3 .16) 
-----
J ( 
L 1-~ + ) 
Since"-'~ d << 900, we can neglect terms beyond the second one. 
Thus we have for the entropy loss 
Let us again return to equation 3.15) and evaluate the general 
case wikhout any restriction of equation 3.14). Following equation 
3.15) we can evaluate the form 
by expanding it into the Fourier series 
- Ct-,7 ,,; I L. 
k 
convergent for ( r/= n 1[,. , n = 0, ±' . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . 
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3.17) 
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Then we have the following 
Therefore, we have for the first value of equation 3.17) 
3.18) 
_ __! __ /· ,Jj ( }2 ,;~..'.,c .XIo..:j .,. 
c. -cl~ ,/ · • ' -<:.. 
.,_ j' ~"' y10.! J 
Jf·.f "' 
3 .19) 
If r.J0 d ·--, ?'C • then the second term of equation 3 .19) vanishes 
and the term left is 
L::J/1 = 
Let us conlider the entropy loss for the case 
out knowing the previous result of equation 3.20). 
GJ d • ll. with-
o 
Starting from equation 3.15). we have for this case 
Now the integration of the second term is given by 
while the first term is 
In order to evaluate tke second term of equation 3.23). let us 
take e = 7( - 1 • 
then sin 1 - sin("Tt - & ) - sin e 
and 
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3 .20) 
3.21) 
3.22) 
3 .23) 
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Thus equation 3.23) becomes 
3 .24) 
Using both results of equations 3.22) and 3.24), we finally get 
the result for equation 3.21) as 
3.25) 
This final value is exactly the same as the result of equation 
3. 20). 
Thus, as a summary, we have for the g~trical optics case1 
~ 
I 
l~ u 3-1 Tr 
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r 'n 1 c.J 
The entropy loss expressed by equation 3.26) is shown in 
Figure 3-2. 
Let us consider one example. We assume that the magnification 
is 1, that the length of an object is L, and that the diameter of 
a blur circle is 2d. 
We shall consider the total entropy l•ss and the entropy loss 
per millimeter for the above case. 
We apply the sampling theorem to Figure 3-3 which expresses 
the object plane. 
L 
!-
~----
Figure 3-3 Object Plane 
According to the sampling theorem, the object function O(x) exists 
over a lenght L, so it is completely determined by its value at 2WL 
sampling points. The total degree of freedom is given tn the object 
by 
We also know the relation 
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3 .27) 
Using the above relation, we have the total entropy loss as 
follows: 
<1 7{ >-11/d ,:F L 
fld~x 
or 
The entropy loss per millimeter is given by dividing equations 
3.28) with the total object length L as: 
or 
fLI/ d 2 
N7TI7,? 
Referring to Figure 3-4 which shows the one-dimensional optical 
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3.28a) 
3.28b) 
3.29a) 
3.29b) 
system with the illustration of defocussing, we have the following 
relation1 
Using this and equation 3,29), we can express the entropy loss 
per millimeter with the function of St 
--
Let us consider several relations among the aperture angle, 
the diameter of a blur circle and the distance of defocussing for 
a while, With the use of d • d for the case o·ud = I[ • the 
0 
aperture angle is expressed by 
We also know that 
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3.30) 
3,3la) 
3.3lb) 
3 .32) 
Using equations 3.33) and 3.32)• we get 
I 
Returning to the entropy loss. let us now express the entropy 
loss expressed by equation 3.26) in terms of if and 
If we take / = 
-=-
(:hrw)" ( t<(:t/-.,j) ~ 
-----····--------·-:__ __ 
7C' 
!I dJ,.} (
<._[I -- -'-
'/) 
.:.·1t: . 
, then we have 
" ~f • 0 
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3.33) 
3.34) 
!I 
7/L 
tt'-
bits per degree of freedom 3.3Sa) 
-LC. - !tl .1 :} 
< }" 
v 
or 6./J _c t', 7 I /-1 ~ - bits per degree of freedom 3.3Sb) 
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If v~ 1, JT" 
----~ 11/'r;c-~ I 
which indicates the same result with equation 3.26). Figure 3-6 
shows the entropy loss obtained by equation 3.35). Figure 3-5 shows 
the relation between the spectrum _{f(4_,) and /{ • 
B. Two-Dimensional Case. 
Using equation 3.10) we take the following step 
If we use the vector notation as t-' = 2 7[ f and do = 2{[W, we can get 
the general entropy loss formula for the two-dimensional case 
For the two-dimensional geometrical case, Y(~') is generally given 
by 
'(/"-') 
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3.36) 
3.37) 
3.38) 
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where r is the radius of confusion circle, 
We have the relations for r ~~~in Figure 3-7, 
The first root of the first order Bessel function is 3,83; 
i.e,, J 1(3,83) a 0, so that this corresponds to 
Using both equations 3.37) and 3,38), we have the entropy loss 
as follows1 
Let us take Ur a 7 and we have 
3 ,39a) 
or 
3.39b) 
While the second term is easy to integrate, it seems impossible 
to affect the integration of the first term, 
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I '• ---~--k---- _<;_' ___ _ 
1: • • r 3-.., ,.. !"t ' n 
in h; ct n Ire' 1 ncy lnne 
I \ ~\ 1-{_ ~ J .f? 
~ 
I \ 
'""" 
r-- ,r--" ' 
I . < j ( J'f 
I / ~ --
. ../ " 
"' 
• nct·vn • ,;J = 
") 
-I 
I 
-
We must use the numerical method for tJ/- < 3,83, which means 
that the curve of log I .9'J/ 111 I is continuous in this region, 
e 1 
o.o 
0,2 
0.4 
0.6 
0.8 
1.0 
1.2 
1.4 
1,6 
1.8 
2.0 
2.2 
2.4 
2.6 
2,8 
3.0 
3.2 
3.4 
3.6 
3,8 
Thus we evaluate equation 3,39a) by using Simpson's rule, 
" --
7 
Table 3-1 Evaluation of Equation 3,39a) 
,-l(T,f'!) 
- 4JJ!~'7fl-t 1?P'~i'{1 ,Trf1) 7 
o.oooo o.oooo o.ooo i o.j;IAOO 
0.0995 0,9950 0,007 o."btl14 
0.1960 0,9800 0,029 0.0116 
0.2867 0.9557 0,065 0,0390 
0,3688 0.9220 0.116 0.0928 
0.4401 0.8802 0,184 0.1840 
0.4983 0.8305 0.267 0,3204 
0.5419 o. 7741 0.369 0,5166 
0,5699 0.7124 0,490 0.7840 
0.5815 0.6461 0,629 l.tl322 
0.5767 0.5767 0.792 1.5840 
0.5560 0.5054 0.984 2,1648 
0.5202 0.4335 1,202 2,8848 
0.4708 0.3622 1.463 I 3.8038 0,4097 0,2926 1.768 I 4.9504 
0.3391 0,2261 2,141 I 6,4230 I 
0,2613 0.1633 2,612 I 8,3584 0.1713 0,1054 3,246 I 11.0364 
0.0955 0.0531 4.231 I 15,2316 0.0128 0,0067 7.145 27.1510 
Simpson's rule states that 
x;MA 
-L (j d,t-,- .j 2 ~,r4r:J, -r ;j1 + - . . +j,_,) 
-r:t{:J,;_ + d'~ --t 
I ?! T.::? CJ 
where c • 1, 4, 2, •••••••••••••• 2, 4, 1. 
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Yu 
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3.40) 
Let us evaluate the entropy loss for several cases; i.e., 
t:J r ar 0,. 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 3.8. In our case x • 0 and x + nh ar 
0 0 0 
4}0 r where h a 0.2 and n depends upon the case of ~0r. After 
the calculations u*ing Simpson's rule 3.40), we get the following 
values for the entropy loss ( f is related to/ with the rela-
tion off - _2_ ). 
J,N 
Table 3-2 Entropy Loss for r and;< 
? = lJr .dH p - 1/3.83 0 
0 0 0 
1.0 -0.1161 0.261 
2.0 -0.6008 0.522 
3.0 -1.3736 0.783 
3.8 -2.8540 0.991 
3.83 1. 
This relation is shown in Figure 3-11. Figure 3-9 shows the 
two-dimensional optical system with the illustration of defocus-
sing. Figure 3-10 shows the relation between the spectrum~(~~ 
and p· 
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4. Entropy Loss in Physical Optics vs. Defocussing 
A. One-Dimensional Case, 
We shall consider the entropy loss in physical optics vs. 
defocussing in this section, As already known in the previous 
section the entropy loss is given by the equation 
c a,/ 
.d.l/ ~ tJ j /'J· :z.l rriJ Jell 
' ( 
We can rewrite this equation as follows: 
bits per degree 
of freedom, 
Now let us use and we have 
~e function 1' (?) is given by 
· ') ~ £fl Ar,-v (t-1 ----
4-44r(t-1) 
which is taken from the book (01Neill, 1958), 
We know that A is given in wavelength unit since kA = ~A. 
The function 3.43) is shown in Figure 3-12 and for A:>;i 
the values of '( ( ?) take the negative values at some regions. 
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3.41) 
3.42) 
3.43) 
At the zero point of ·'( (f), the function logz! ?"'( (>f goes to 
infinity so that we cannot use these cases for integration. Thus 
we must limit the value A less than ~ • 
From equations 3.42) and 3.43) we have 
or 
For both equations 3.45) the evaluation of the first term is 
not possible while the second is easy to integrate. Returning 
to equation 3.44), we must therefore evaluate this by using the 
numerical method. Table 3-3 gives the values of '(( {) and y • 
-log2 '( ( p for each A. 
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3.44) 
3.36a) 
3 .45b) 
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Table 3-3 1< [> and -log/('((> for each A 
-----------~--·-- -----------· -------~--· 
--I 
/(/1) 
A = 0 : A • A./8 j A• A./4 A • 3A./8 A,. A./2 
--f--------r------- 1---
o.o 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.1 0.900 0.879 0.860 0.797 0.720 
0.2 0.800 0.763 0.674 0.530 0.360 
0.3 0.700 0.651 0.514 0.324 0.127 
0.4 0.600 0.543 0.397 0.205 0.026 
0.5 0.500 0.450 0.290 0.151 0.001 
0.6 0.400 0.369 0.220 0.136 0.017 
0.7 0.300 0.279 0.150 0.139 0.055 
0.8 0.200 0.191 0.090 0.132 0.090 
0.9 0.100 0.098 0.040 0.089 0.080 
0.995 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 
1.0 o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo 
-----~--'-·--
----------------·-··- -------------- ---- --------
y =- log2 1-' ( 7> i 
1 A=O A,. A./8 A •A./4 A • 3),./8 A • A./2 f I I - -- .. -----. --------- -----. 
' 
__ ,.,_ __ -----r 
I o.o o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo yo 
6.1 0.152 0.186 0.217 0.327 0.474 yl 
0.2 0.322 0.390 0.569 0.916 0.474 Y2 
0.3 0.515 0.619 0.960 1.626 2.977 y3 
0.4 0.737 0.881 1.333 2.286 5.265 y4 
0.5 1.000 1.152 1.786 2.727 9.966 Ys 
0.6 1.322 1.466 2.184 2.878 5.878 y6 
0.7 1.737 1.842 2.737 2.847 4.184 
"7 
0.8 2.322 2.388 3.474 2.921 3.474 Y8 
0.9 3.322 3,351 4.644 3.490 3.644 y9 
0.995 7.644 7.644 7.644 7.644 7.644 Y1o 
--------------
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Using this table and Simpson1 s rule explained in the previous 
section, we can calculate the entropy loss for each value A. The 
result obtained by the above way gives the following entropy loss 
values 
Table 3~4 Entropy Loss for A 
A ..dH 
------
0 ~1.465 
f../8 -1.556 
t../4 -1.790 
31../8 -2.323 
1../2 -4.156 
This result is shown in Figure 3-13. 
B. Two-Dimensional Case. 
The entropy loss is given by the same equation 3.37) for the 
two~dimensional case 
Now let us use and we have 
The function (( (> for the two~dimensional case is given 
by the following equationz 
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3.46) 
3.47) 
from the book (O'Neill, 1958), 
where z2 f m2 2 
and ,. , cJ r =- j-;0 ~ ~~n = 
z:cc;J.tr 
S(2):: 
2 
dd,/2.) B/2) = 
B" 
~( 2(!-7) 
.? 
2 2 2 For the special case Z = m 11. we have 
where 
(.J 
~ / Y'l >a =c "' ,<_ ~ vno.u 
and 0, 7(· 7, (?'"ii) = f>1l[ 
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3.48) 
3.49) 
The function 3.48) is shown in Figure 3-14 for each b. Using 
equations 3.47) and 3.48), we get the equation for the entropy 
loss as follows: 
We can not evaluate this integral. We must use the numerical 
method for this case. However, the function logz! i( ( 1) f con-
tains the discontinuity for b >2'A/ 7[ so that we only •se the 
function ( ( 1) with the limitation of b -=::2'A/t7. 
Table 3-5 gives the values of (-( (), and- ('logz! r ( 7)/ 
for each b. 
Table 3-5 /( ( 1) and - pog2 r( () for each b 
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3.49) 
"1<(> -~~--~----------~-----.--- r--------
-------~---~.------,-----.----------,------,---------------
1 
o.o 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 
0.99 
1.0 
b - o* b .. 'A/21L* b = 'A/4 b - A./1[ * b =3'A/2-l b .. A./2 
r--1. 000 --t-- 1 • 000 --1. oi:)o---l--::-1---c. o""'o'-;o:---t--.,.-1-. 0;:-:0;;-;0:----if---:1.· 000 
0.873 0.859 0.851 0.818 0.753 0.750 
0.747 
0.624 
0.505 
0.391 
0.285 
0.188 
0.104 
0.037 
0.005 
o.ooo 
0.710 
0.572 
0.451 
0.346 
0.255 
1 0.173 
0.099 
0.037 
0.005 
o.ooo 
0.672 
0.510 
0.385 
0.390 
0.220 
0.152 
0.090 
0.036 
0.005 
o.ooo 
0.607 0.458 0.450 
0.434 0.255 0.242 
0.313 0.148 0.130 
0.233 0.102 0.089 
0.178 0.086 0.012 
0.133 0.080 0.072 
0.086 0.066 0.060 
0.035 0.033 0.630 
0.005 0.005 0.005 
I 0.000 0.000 0.000 
* These values are taken from the paper (Steel, 1956) 
• =2A./-c• 
1.000 
0.668 
0.291 
0.088 
0.016 
0.002 
0.012 
0.031 
0.044 
I 0.029 
0.005 
o.ooo 
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-- ·----
-· 
y =- (l•gz!1'<f>l 
-·· 
T b • A./2-;r: ' I I 
'7 b = 0 b = A./4 b - A./7[. b a3A./2"1f. b = A./2 b = 21../-c 
o.o o.ooooo o.ooooo o.ooooo 0.00000 o.ooooo o.ooooo o.ooooo Yo 
0.1 0.01959 0.02193 0.02328 0.02898 0.04093 0.04150 0.05821 yl 
S:3 0.08416 0.09882 0.11470 0.14404 0,22532 0.23040 0.35618 Y2 
0.3 0.20412 0.24177 0.29142 0.37126 0.59142 0.61407 1.05192 y3 
0.4 0.39424 0.45952 0.55084 0.67032 1.10252 1.17736 2.38632 y4 
0.5 0.67740 o. 76570 0.89295 1.05080 1.64670 1.74505 4.48290 Y5 
0.6 1.08660 1.18284 1.31064 1.49400 2.12370 3.82848 3.82848 y6 
0.7 1.68784 1.77184 1.90253 2.03735 2.55066 2.65713 3.50812 y7 
0.8 2.61224 2.66912 2. 77912 2.83160 ! 3.13712 
I 
3.24712 3.60512 Y8 
6.9 4.28067 4.28067 4.31631 4.35285 I 4.42926 4.55301 4.59702 y9 
0.99 7.56736 7.56736 7.56736 i 7.56736 ! 7.56736 7.56736 7.56736 Y10 I 
- -
--·-·-·-·---1.--~----·- ---- ----" ···--·---·· .. .. ·- -··-··------- -~ 
Thus using this table and Simpson's rule we can again evaluate 
the entropy loss for each b. In this way the following values 
are obtained in Table 3-6. 
Table 3-6 Entropy Loss for b 
b L!.H 
0 -4.5449 
A./2 -4.6094 
A./4 -4.8992 
A./ -5.1493 
31../2 -6.0508 
A./2 -6.3142 
2A./ -8.6616 
-----
Figure 3-15 shows this result on a graph. 
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5. Conclusion 
The effect of focal changes on the entropy differences is shown 
in Figures 3-6 and 3-11 from a geometrical optics point of view and 
in Figures 3-13 and 3-15 from a physical optics point of view in the 
one- and the two-dimensioaal cases, respectively. The reason for 
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choosing these cases is that the quadratic phase distortion result-
ing from the focal shift, while not really an aberration, produces 
effects similar to those produced by real aberrations and yet is so 
well known tkat it is a relatively easy problem to handle. While 
there is no entropy loss in the defocussing for the geometrical optics 
case, there is a loss in entropy even in the absence of a focal error 
from the standpoint of diffraction theory because of the finite spread 
of the point image. 
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CHAPTER IV 
IMAGE FORMATION IN TERMS OF INTENSITY MATRICES 
1. Introduction 
The representation of objects by two-dimensional images does not 
necessarily involve exact identity in the sense of one-to-one corres-
pondence between the object and its image, and it would seem proper to 
formulate the criterion of the quality of the image in terms of its 
likeness to the object. The Rayleigh criterion (1896) holds for the 
separation of two equally bright points on a dark background, but when 
increasing the number of lines of some part of the etching up to the 
limit of resolution, one does not obviously improve the likeness to the 
object. In other words, a greater number of lines does not necessarily 
make the image resemble the object more than before. Many scenes in 
twilight suggest the existence of detail in that edges are not blurred 
and actually appear sharply outlined while the background is toned down. 
The steep slopes correspond to rapid changes in the light distribution. 
This could be described in terms of Fourier analysis as regions of high 
spatial frequencies (i.e., number of elements per unit area). / The Abbe 
theory (1873, Porter 1906) can be also interpreted in terms of Fourier 
analysis once one has introduced the aperture function and noted that 
the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern is the Fourier transform of the ap-
erture function. Zernike (1942) investigated the theory of phase con-
trast, in which it is shown that the mechanisms of image formation 
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proposed by Rayleigh (1896) and Abbe (1873) are not incompatible although 
incomplete, particularly when they are related to transparent, slightly 
phase-changing objects, This was followed by the attempts made by Duf-
fieux (1940, 1946, 1947) to enlarge the scope of the theory to give gen-
eral relations, together with those of Hopkins (1951, 1953, 1955a, b, 
1956, 1957a, b) whose diffraction theory of optical images includes the 
theory of partial coherence, Image formation in terms of Fourier analy-
sis is in many ways completed by now, Many attempts have been made in 
various ways to apply this treatment, These had a double purpose, op-
tical image evaluation and the design of optimum optical systems with 
the aim of improving their performance by reducing the loss of informa-
tion in transmission, This explains the development along parallel 
lines of aberration theory and of methods in which the properties of 
the optical systems are expressed by means of the transmission factors 
for the Fourier components of the object, 
During the past years, more and more study has been devoted to an 
application of information and communication theory in optics, As com-
munication techniques and the analogy of the linear networks with imag-
ing systems were used more and more, new concepts were introduced into 
optics. For example, the sampling theorem, originated in Whittaker's 
works (1915) in mathematics where he used with the name of the Cardinal 
Function Theory and developed by Shannon•s works (1948) in information 
theory, is well known to be very useful as an interpolation method in 
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optics. The principles and ramifications of the sampling theorem in 
optics have been carried out in the works of Blane-Lapierre (1953a), 
Gabor (1953), Toraldo di Francia (1955a, b), Linfoot and Fellgett (1955), 
and Garno (1957a). Also, optical noise in particular gave rise to much 
work in the field of photography. On the other hand, the precise dis-
cussion of old ideas like the idea of coherence tended to produce at-
tempts at a synthesis in a more general theory. The contributions of 
Nijboer (1942), Nienhuis (1948), Mar~chal (1947, 1952) and others are 
well known, Wolf (1954a, b, 1955, 1956, 1959) gave a survey of the 
diffraction theory of aberration based upon the coherence function 
which was made by Hopkins (1951-57). His generalized works gives us 
the more general cases of image formation to be investigated, Quite 
recently, Gabor (19551 1956) and Garno (1956, 1957, 1958) simultaneously 
and independently proposed a theory of image formation based on matri-
ces whose elements consisted of the partial coherence factors earlier 
introduced by Zernike (1942) and Hopkins (1951) in describing micro-
scope image formation. It is the purpose of this chapter that, after 
reviewing the image formation with the Fourier analysis and bringing 
it to a general formulation, we consider the foundations of this new fo 
formulation in terms of matrices and apply it to several illustrative 
cases. 
2. Fourier Optics for any Degree of Coherence 
A, General Statement 
Since, in general, optical systems have features different from 
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those of electrical systems, we can not apply the techniques of 
information theory into optics without keeping in mind these fea-
tures in optics. Optical systems have the following features; 
(1) The only physical quantity directly observed is the intensity, 
a positive quantity, not the amplitude. (2) The amplitude and the 
phase as given by the transfer function of an optical system con-
sidered a spatial filter are independent physical quantities as 
far as time variables are concerned. {3) The information about 
an object to be derived from the observation of the image is de-
pendent upon the nature of illumination; namely whether coherent, 
partially coherent, or incoherent. (4) In the application of com-
munication theory to optical systems, the capacity of the system 
is a function of noise. By noise, we mean, for example, the stray 
light, irregular changes of material, granularity of film, physic-
ological effects. (5) Optical systems are two-dimensional spatial 
filters. 
These factors are very important not only in the treatment of 
image formation in an optical system, but also in the general ap-
plication of information theory to an optical system. One should 
always keep in mind these special factors in optics in the treat-
ments of Fourier analysis and matrix formulation. In this chapter, 
we mainly consider the effect of the special item (3) above in ma-
trix forms, keeping in mind those numbered (1) and (2), on the two-
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dimensional "perfect" system. 
In any comprehensive treatment of image formation in an optical 
system, it is well known that the intensity distribution of the 
image can be described by a formula given by Hopkins (1951), which 
includes a "partial coherence factor", describing the mode of il-
lumination over the object plane. General formulation in the image 
formation under the consideration of Fourier analysis and the con-
ditions of illumination was done by Hopkins (1951, 1955). A number 
of the applications of information theory in optics has been inves-
tigated by many people (mentioned in Chapter III). Among their con-
tributions are the concepts of sampling analysis and the capacity 
of an optical channel in the presence of noise (stated in the pre-
vious section). 
B. Coherence, Incoherence and Partial Coherence 
By stating the character of light it is usual to use the terms 
"coherent" and "incoherent". Most of these meanings have in connnon 
the concept that light from two parts of an optical system can only 
interfere if it is coherent or not if incoherent. In classical 
treatments a rigid distinction between coherence and incoherence 
is made, but these are now regarded as the two extreme values of 
a general coherence where intermediate values of partial coherence 
are possible. The first discussion of coherence appears in the lit-
erature of Verdet 1 s works (1865, 1869) in which the size of the re-
gion of coherence for light from an extended primary source was 
studied. Michelson (1890, 1891, 1892, 1920) related the source 
size to the visibility of the fringes. A number of his experi-
ments were carried out by Schr6dinger (1920) and later by Baker 
(1955). Laue (1907, 1928) introduced the first quantitatives meas-
ure of coherence. Berek (1926), on the other hand, used the degree 
of consonance as a measure of coherence in investigations relating 
to image formation in the microscope. Further developments were 
made by van Cittert (1934, 1939) who studied the correlation in 
the illuminated plane in terms of the intensity distribution across 
the source plane. Zernike (1935, 1942) defined the degree of coher-
ence of two light vibrations. This degree of coherence was the 
Michelson visibility factor of the interference fringes that may 
be obtained under the best conditions. The calculation from illu-
mination data led to the representation of the degree of coherence 
between a variable point p2 and a fixed point p1 by the amplitude 
at p2 of the diffraction pattern centered at p1• More work was 
done by Hopkins (1951) in the study of image formation and resolv-
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ing power. Hopkins' treatment (1951-57) does not include statistic-
cal considerations, but the calculation of the intensity at a point P 
due to any pair of points p1 , p2 at which the complex amplitudes are 
known involves a factor defined as the phase-coherence factor. A 
further generalization was carried out by Wolf (1954, 1955, 1956, 1959) 
and Blane-Lapierre (1953), respectively. 
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The coherence between light at two points in a plane can be 
defined from the interference it would produce. These interfer-
ence fringes can be observed experimentally so that the coherence 
function is an "observable" quantity in optics. This tells us that 
coherence is a more useful concept in some respects than the complex 
amplitude function generally used on image formation. The express-
ions relating the coherence to the intensity distribution across the 
source have a direct application to the theory of the Michelson 
stellar interferometer and the interpretation of the results of 
th•s experiment is discussed in terms of coherence theory. The re-
lations connecting the coherence at various planes provide a new 
formulation of optical image formation and they are used to derive 
the image intensity corresponding to objects in •ither incohe•ent 
or partially coherent illumination. The definition of coherence is 
obtained by considering the interference of light from two points p1 
and p2 in the wave field which is produced by an extended ~lychro­
matic source (}"" (Figure 4-Q. An instantaneous amplitude V(P1 , t) 
in general 
at Q where 
i.P 
complex at P1 would produce an amplitude c 1v(P1,t)e 
c1 ei ljJ represents the transmission of the medium 
between P1 and Q. The intensity at P1 is the time average 
-..r 
If/;)==< r'rt:.tJM'P.,·tJ'> ·"' lin frj VCP,,tJY'rlUJd.t- 4.1) 
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2 
and the intensity at Q due to light from P1 only is I(Q) • c1 I(P1). 
The combined instantaneous amplitude at Q is the sum of the ampli-
tudes due to P1 and P2 and the instantaneous intensity is 
where C V ei</J, 1 1 
point Q from P1 
pass from P1 to 
d i</>,. an c2v2e 
and P2, and t 1 
Q and from P2 
s; 
c 
are complex disturbances 
and t 2 are the times for 
to Q, respectively, i.e., 
J 
;t:, = s. 
1 c 
C being the light velocity in vacuum. 
at the 
light to 
The observed intensity at Q is the time average < I(Q) > 
4.2) 
4.3) 
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where 
and ('12 is the complex degree of coherence,defined by 
Tt;rt) f~~'l) 0:: (t) 
"' 
= 
(r,; ro;; l ;;;,r o ~-- 1-::-1:1. I! IV I I/fiJ 
rl2 is defined as 
T:r?) 
-= < 1/t (T'f t) f{~!:tJ _> 
which is called the mutual coherence function of the light vibra-
tion at P1 and P2 , the vibrations at Pl being considered at time ( 
later than at P2 • By daa Schwarz inequality, 
4.6) 
4.7) 
j (v,.rr,, tn-) Vrtt, tJctt / ~< {~av~tt'JII(our<).tr j~r!J,iJ r;.~(t,J#:f 4.s> 
-~ -~ -· 
it is shown that 
4.9) 
or by equation 4.6) 
/r;,_/<i 
If the light from P1 and P2 is incoherent, the correlation 
is zero and equation 4.4) becomes 
If(})== Lro) -r I;m) 
which is the well-known fact that, in incoherent illumination, the 
intensities a&t. If the light is coherent and /)i2 (~ >}- 1, there 
is complete correlation although a phase difference arg rl2 msy 
exist between two points. The intensity is then the squared modulus 
of the sum of the two complex amplitudes. If j (;2 ( ·()} has either 
of the two extreme values, i.e., if 0 <' /}1 2("1:) / < 1, partial 
coherence arises where there is partial corrilation between the 
amplitudes at the two points with intermediate values of / '(12 ('< ) / 
representing their degree of coherence. 
If P1 and P2 are points on a self-luminous source there is 
only coherence if they coincide effectively at the same radiating 
atom; otherwise the light is incoherent. But, if the points are 
illuminated indirectly so that each point on the so~ce send some 
light to both P1 and P2, a partial correlation and hence partial 
coherence exists, Even when an aberration-free imsge of the source 
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4.10) 
4.11) 
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is formed in the plane of the two points, diffraction due to the 
finite aperture of the condenser used will send some light from any 
point of the source to all points in the image points. 
The intensity maxims and minims at the point Q are given by, 
The visibility of the fringes at the point Q derived by Michelson 
is 
?f((;l.) - z."" - 7;,.~ 
I;.,." -t IPL:.._ 
This equation expresses the visibility of the fringes in terms 
of the intensity of two beams and of their degree of coherence. 
More detailed discussion on the coherence properties is outside 
the scope of this paper and can be found in the book (Wolf and 
Born, 1959) and in the papers (Parrent, 1959a,b). 
C. General Image Formation in Terms of a Partially Coherent Factor 
or a Coherence Function 
As mentioned before, the analysis of image formation in optical 
systems by Fourier method has recently been actively investigated 
by many people. Early investigators include Duffieux 1 work in 1946 
4.12) 
4.13) 
and Hopkins• work generalizing this technique to optical image forma-
tion in terms of a "partial coherent factor" starting in 1951. 
Hopkins' (1951) partial coherent factor is the complex degree of 
,...., 
coherence at l = 0, 1.6., 
where V(r,P1) and V(r,P2) are the complex amplitudes at the points 
P1 and P2 associated with an element dr of the source (Figure 4-1). 
In 1954 Wolf generalized this coherence factor in terms of the co-
herence function (or the correlation function) for a spectral range 
of arbitrary width. thus, several results on partially coherent 
fields, investigated previously by van Cittert (1934), Zernike 
(1938), Hopkins (1951) and Rogers (1953), are considered as special 
cases from Wolf's formulation (1954a, 1955). For this reason it 
would be proper to adopt the formulation of Hopkins in order to 
evaluate the final intensity distribut4on in terms of a correlation 
function. It is then possible to discuss the two extreme cases of 
completely coherent and incoherent systems. The former, being lin-
ear in amplitude, would be handled from the Fourier standpoint. The 
latter, being linear in intensity, is also subject to Fourier anal-
ysis and synthesis along with certain basic limitations. 
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4.14) 
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Now let us consider an optical system as shown in Figure 4-2, 
Suppos~ an element of the source d;- produces a complex amplitude 
u(x ,y ) at the point P(x ,y ) in the object space, The result-
a o o o 
ant complex transmitted·amplitude is given by ~(x ,y )~(x ,y) 
0 0 0 0 
if the complex transmission of the object is represented by ~(x ,y ), 
0 0 
..A Let t(xi-x~: yi-y0 ) be the complex amplitude at the point (xi,yi) in 
the image plane, due to a disturbance of unit amplitude and zero phase 
at (x ,y ) in the object plane, To determine the image distribution 
0 0 
A 
'i(xi,y i), it is necessary to integrate the point image distribution 
/' ) t(xi-x
0
,yi-y
0 
over the object plane in the following manner: 
'"" jr.r.;/1,·) = jj .;r:i,.-)r,~y:-;pun!f,Jofl.;d,Jc/y.J0 •. 4,15) 
_, 
However, the human eye is sensitive to variation in intensity, 
So also are photomultipliers, photographic plates and other optical 
instruments usually used as radiation detectors. Therefore, the inten-
sity is a physical measurable quantity so that we must determine the 
image distribution from an independent source point (x 1 ,y1 ) and 
0 0 
perform a similar integration over the complex conjugate of the 
function in equation 4.15), We have then 
or 
4.16a) 
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-+«> 
J/a,,J) == ,;,-(fj frt· -x.,d,- ~·) (w., ~.A a., 'rJ.)ds, 
-"' 
Ho 
X f( ftrt' -x:J )jt'-J.') iJ"rr,',J/) a 'r:r:, J' 1 )Js.,'J 
4.16b) 
..... 
where * denotes a complex conjugate, and 
l&l the variables are independent. Hence, integrating over the 
whole source, the total intensity at (xi,yi) is found to be 
..f-lt4 + ... 
io,,j,.J ~ [fJ{ lj{ Oo.,j,JDb;'A/Jdr] :Hr,.-J'.Jd<-ri·J 
-- oc -.,:! 
4.17) 
Now, the term inside the brackets is a coheren~e function at 
~a 0 already expressed by equation 4.7) 
4.18a) 
or by using Hopkins• coherence factor given in the form of 
equation 4. M-> 
fO,,rf,; :1/,/j/J" fia,.:f.JIRJ.;j,'J = p(Y,;:}' J,', y,·)//ri,,J,J 
x A o.',:j/J ::=-f[ f) r:r.; !f·J ;)~-:~.~ ;j/J d ,._ 
IT 
4.18b) 
where A(x,y) = fi(x,y), 
Using the above factor equation 4.17) can be written in the 
form: 
or in this form 
+r>c 
--<'o:~ :t·) = Jf!/ n:r,_, if.: :fLJ./ !k:?,~/-J /lr..Y,,1;) ()/'z,,J; _,. 
Though equations 4,19) show the formulation of the final 
image intensity variation including the partial coherence case, 
the problem simplifies considerably when either of the two ex-
tremes of complete coherence and incoherence are dealt with, For 
the incoherent case, the partial coherence factor r<x y ·x• y 1 ) 
o' o' o' o 
is a delta function, i.e., 0 except when x = x 1 and 0 0 
y
0 
= y~ for which 0 12 • 1, This gives from the relation 4,6) 
when Z • 0 
Fa, -J.';rf<f')= /.zu;,y,; J!Ia;~rf.:J ~ I'Pr.r, jt-~1/r:r.:J.'J 
: I t:t,,.J, J 
which is normalized for convenience, 
Hence, equation 4,19) becomes 
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4,19a) 
4.19b) 
"'"" 
l a,~J~) = /JJ/ fa.-:X/ ;~-iP!it'.r.,ifd4r;r.~!f/J ?f.r.,;.;/(,t/ :J/J 
'"' /1 . 'j_ Jf ar,_. ';f.J/ tr.r,,;pf'(;t rJ.--l.,j<·-:J,J/ :r,_ 
_.., 
a.ince I(x ,y) /-.;(x ,y >/ 2 represents simply the intensity at the 
0 0 0 0 
point (x ,y ), indicated by O(x ,y }, equation 4.20) is in the formt 
0 0 0 0 
+ot> 
.it):, 'j;J -"' ff NJ; -J',; j<' -;j.J O(),) j.) ,ds, 
..... 
where 
Here we see that the system is linear in intensity for the incoher-
ent case. 
If the object is coherently illuminated, i.e., the coherent 
case expressed by ~ 12 = 1, then equations 4.19} reduce to two 
equations, each of which is of the form 
to< 
./rx,, 'jl) _ j( /la,/ j.Jilf/,~j.J _'} (1;· -;I.,; J. -jvds •. 
_,. 
The final intensity ist 
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4.20) 
4.21) 
4.22} 
Thus we see that the system is linear in amplitude for the coherent 
case. We can also write /(x .. x•; y -y 1 ) ~ constant = A(x
0
,y
0
) 
0 0 0 0 
A(x 1 ,y 1 ) where we take the constant factor as 1 for simplicity. 
0 0 
Then directly from 4.19a) we get 
.. ~ 
1 J/ i-o:; -/.) :}<--j.;t10~,J.J .t5:.j~ 
-"" 
With this in mind, we can give the image amplitude distribution 
by the convolution integral of the point iaage amplitude distri-
bution over the complex object amplitude distribution as follows: 
·f & 
,lr:r,, f.-J = JJ }a, 
- ., 
In the general theory including the partially coherent case, 
equations 4.19) can be evaluated using a partial coherence factor 
of a mutual coherence factor. 
D. Frequency Response Function 
The frequency response of an optical system is basically de-
fined as the ratio of image to object contrast when a unidimensional 
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sinusoidal luminance distribution serves as an object. The usefulness 
of this frequency response is demonstrated by a Fourier spectrum des-
cription of the imaging process. If the imaging , in allinear system, 
is accomplished by means of a spread function t(xi,yi), then for 
any object from equation 4.21) 
-t ·:P 
"' 
.iO>)j,) = )! .c/f.:Y>-.x.> ?'rJ'cU/1,,(/JdS.. 
-"' 
Now the Fourier transforms of each of these functions are 
Then the convolution theorem reduces equation 4.26) to merely multi-
plying two spectra, 
Ir1,, v) -
Hence, the imaging in a.llineat: system has been reduced to a simple 
multiplication for the incoherent case. Thus we m~y consider the 
frequency function 1" (} ,J/) operating on the spatial spectrum of 
4.26) 
4.27) 
4.28) 
the object intensity distribution to produce the spatial spectrum 
of the image intensity distribution. The function 1"' ( / , iJ ) is 
the Fourier transform of the point image intensity distribution, 
i.e., from equation 4.27) 
or 
which, after application of a theorem for the Fourier transform 
of a product, gives 
-1" 
'{'"(p,J!) - JJ f (';/,;/) ;~{}! 1t I', lJ'+ v) dj/iv 1 
-;or..· 
A I ' 
where L(;J , V ) describes the complex transmission and geometry 
of the aperture. 
In the coherent case we can use this technique to the ampl-
itude expressed by equation 4.25). This gives 
Again this equation may be interpreted as an operation on the 
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object amplitude spectrum to give tee image amplitude spectrum, 
Now let us formulate the partially coherent case with tee use 
of the frequency response function, Using equation 4,19a), we 
bring this equation to a more genral case where we also discuss 
the mutual intensity in the image plane, Directly from equation 
4,19a) we can get the general formula in the form 
where we can replace 'i(xi-x ,yi-y }'d(x ,y ) by the transmission 
0 0 0 0 
function of the system K(xi-x
0
, yi-y
0
), giving the final result; 
,,. 
• , ,1 • ') {{/( F r ,1 ·) t·· x 'I _ " J 
"'- 0,. if. >t, , (/ ~ j})j I f/, --1, _,' J J• 1\ 0',· - •·, J' v· 
._, 
!(, V', • ·Y' I :j ' J ') ,~,. JJ\ i )( ()' - (, ' - " . ·- •. ( ' ' I ' \ ~ 
On applying the usual technique to equation 4.33) we obtain the 
relation 
where 
4.32) 
4,33) 
4.34) 
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4.35) 
Thus equation 4.34) may also be interpreted as an operation on 
the object mutual intensity spectrum to produce the image mutual 
!).> I I intensity spectrum. Therefore, ·[ ( )h 1/ 1 )' ·, )I ) is also called 
the frequency response function for partially coherent illumina-
tion. 
As a summary we make the following table: 
IlluminatJon Basic Quantity Transition from 
Object to Image 
Frequency Response 
Function 
Coherent Complex Amplitude 
1'(x,y) 
A A 
I( I' , )I ) = l( )' !\ t(j<,v) 
Incoherent Intensity 
i(x,y) 
I(}. y) =1'<.;<. v )0( f•jl) ((/' • J/ ) 
Partially 
Coherent 
Mutual Intensity 
i(x,y;x 1 ,y") 
Table 4-1 Properties of an Optical System 
due to Illumination 
This table shows the basic formulae relating to imaging with 
coherent, partially coherent, and incoherent illuminations. 
3. Sampling Theory 
A. General Statement 
The sampling theorem was investigated before the formulation of 
information theory. It is originated in Whittaker's Cardinal Function 
Theory (1915) where the cardinal function is defined by 
[lrt)_] 
This shows that the cardinal function f(t) is produced by dividing up 
the interval T from t to t + T into 2WT intervals of length 1/ZW, 
0 0 
each interpolation point being associated with a sine function. Later 
Shannon (1948) used this theory under the name of the Sampling theorem 
in the field of information theory. This theory was also stated by 
Nyquist (1928) and Gabor (1946, 1947) from the point of view of the 
structural signal theory before Shannon used it. At present the sam-
pling theory may be derived compactly from information theory. 
The theorem is as follows1 
"If the function f(t) does not contain the frequency higher than 
W cycles/mm, the wave functions can be determined by the sampling val-
ues f(n/2W) on the time axis which are separated by 1/ZW, i.e., 
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t4D 
-t')"' :2 ~~~;J 
"n:-i/(., 
4-Pn /[ ( .21{/:f -11) 
7T ( .2t(/"f ·- ;,) 
This is the sampling theorem in the time domain. We can interpret 
equation 4.36) as a curve-fitting device wherein we wrap a sine func-
tion around each of the sampled ordinates. The periodicity of the 
sine function shows that it does not contribute to the sum at any 
sampling point except the one about which it is centered. 
Now we have the sampling theorem in the frequency domain as fol-
lows: "If F(4..') represents the spectrum of a function g(t) which is 
zero everywhere except in the range -T/2 < t ..( T/2, then F(a.>) is ex-
actly determined for all values of ~ by giving its values at a series 
of points 1/T cycles per second apart in frequency, the series extend-
ing throughout the frequency domain, i.e., 
" -~ (?T/T- Jrn) 1-1~7() 
I/ 
If T is the approximate duration of a signal and if W is its approxi-
mate spectral bandwidth, and if 2TW ~ 1, then the function is deter-
mined everywhere to a high degree of precision by the values of its 
spectrum at the (2TW + 1) points spaced at frequency intervals 1/T 
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4.36) 
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apart. Since the real and the imaginary p.grt of the spectrum are re-
quired at every sampling point, other than zero frequency, the number 
of separate items of information necessary is 
2TW + 1 • 2TW approximately. 
B. Sampling Theorem in Two-Dimensional Case 
A Rectangular Case. 
Equation 4.36) can be easily extended to a two-dimensional 
function. By the two-dimensional form of Shannon's sampling 
theorem (1948), any function of (x,y) which is frequency-limited 
to the rectangle (-a ~ u ;; a, -13 ~ v ? 13) satisfies the identity 
4.38) 
This theory has been investigated in connection with the image 
forming system by Blane-Lapierre (1953b), Gabor (1953), Toraldo 
di Francia (1955), and, in particular, by Fellgett and Linfoot 
(1955). As easily seen from the sampling function, the sine func-
tion sine (2nax - n.) sine (2nl3y - ~) in the two-dimensional case 
does not contribute to the sum at any sampling point except the one 
which it is centered at point (n/Za, m/213). 
The very interesting researches in application of Fourier 
analysis into the crystal analysis have been done recently by 
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Cowley and Moodie (1957). It is very interesting to compare their 
analysis in the imaging of crystal lattices with the two-dimension-
al sampling theorem. Their problem has a considerable potential to 
be developed in the future as one of the applications of information 
theory. 
A Circular Case. 
It is, of course, possible to apply the rectangular sampling 
theorem to the case of a circular aperture. For example, we can 
take the sampling values for the square aperture which bounds the 
circular aperture. However, these sampling values are not com-
pletely independent; and especially if the image is symmetrical 
about the axis, it is very difficult to predict the sampling val-
ues independently at any given points. Therefore, it is necessary 
in practice to establish the most suitable sampling theorem for a 
circular aperture. Garno (1957a) has extended the sampling theorem 
to a corresponding theorem for the circular case. Gabor also de-
rived the sampling theorem for the case of a circular aperture in 
his Ritchie Lecture (1952), but unfortunately his derivation has 
not been published in any paper. Consequently, in the main part 
of this section we shall give an account of the sampling theory 
for a circular case given by Garno (1957a) with certain modifications. 
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Any function f(x,y), confined to a circular area A in the (x,y)-
plane with the radius a, can be generally expanded by the Fourier-
Bessel series. This series plays the same part with the double 
Fourier series in the rectangular case. Let us express the func-
tion f(r,Q) using the polar coordinate in the circular area where 
r is defined in the area (O,a) and the angle is confined in the 
interval (0,2x). Figure 4-6 shows the coordinate relation. Sup-
pose that the values \ 1, \ n, n,2 ••••• \ are the zeros of the n,s 
Bessel function 
.J; (;t} = 0 . 4.39) 
The function f(r,Q) can be expanded in this way: 
-/rd,bi).:: j i"' / /J,,, (}M ntP t- fJ"·' .~ JI,P J :T,t)"·'~:) 4.40) 
n-=-b:l s·~J 
4.41) 
where 
4.42) 
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Multiplying cos n9 with equation 4.40) and integrating that from 
0 to 2•, we get the following equation 
. :< /( 
.i~ (tA, t) CQ·J/l [.. ,it:c 
Since we have the following relations: 
'l.,f J tH 27i!Y j if - ![ 
· . ...~- '[ 
.J tn l)(j' ,Jc~c tl !- = C: 
4.44) 
equation 4.43) becomes 
4.45) 
Also, if the function f(x) is expressed by 
tAo (o) -= ;[ 4, .l, tA<-)) 
• ' -~ f 
4.46) 
then the coefficients As are given in the form 
4.47) 
Using these relations 4.46) and 4.47), we obtain from equation 
4.45) 
where in this case 
=0 ,1 .= 0 
I 
Multiplying sin nQ with equation 4.40) and following the same 
way, we obtain for B 
n,s 
Therefore, we can obtain the coefficient K in the form 
n,s 
len . - .+ r'lin. ; ·- ,· !J,,, ,) 
' ) -<. • 
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4.49) 
For a summary we have the following result: 
"If the function f(r,9) is expanded by the Fourier-Bessel 
series in this form 
then the Fourier-Bessel coefficients are 
Now let us take the Fourier transform of equation 4.41). The 
Fourier transform of this is 
where we use the polar coordinate 
d~ ilftt-71 
u ,- a/{)<~,! 
Cartesian and polar coordinate relations are shown in Figure 4-3. 
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4.51) 
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Substitution of equation 4.41) into equation 4.51) yields 
4.52) 
The integration for Q can be done by the following manner: 
where 
The above equation becomes 
' . Jl i,!Jr-r r )'/ ., ' ""'J 
,'l . .~-nt'fr ..,l.) _}_. .t'tnt7 -6J-,t ,~ .. ~P . 
@-= e .z11 F c~~~ 
-~-f 
4.53) 
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Putting equation 4.53) into equation 4.52), we get 
On the other hand, we have the following relation of Lommel's 
integral; 
Using this Lommel 1 s integral for equation 4.54) we obtain 
., a j Jn(AHs:--)d,rtif!L)tidtt = GV ( ':1 , 
c ( 1;> ):z__ {{;f / t!tf dn( /f,.;);;;, ftlj«J 
~~· T,'rll~.~J XrttjotJj 
Since it is known in equation 4.39) that J (x) is zero for the 
n 
values A , the first term including J (A ) = 0 is zero so 
n,s n ns 
that equation 4.55) becomes 
4.55) 
•0( 
j.Jn I~"' ;}) ;J, r 4frlJ tttltt = 
0 
<;r''-A,.s ;T,() ... } ;;;(lfj'iX) 
(tift¥ f- (/}n5) ~ 
Consequently, the function F(jP,JP) is given by; 
-;..- +iO 
FtJ? f J "'Z :2 k;,, rx2 (1-} ~ 
JIJ=-f>l S=-1 
since 
/t.,,l/t-1NsJ;;;ittftl) e ~"'J 
{ofil} "- (,1,.r)" 
In order to arrange equation 4.57) in the form of sampling 
theorem, we first define the following function; 
x; (if fw') C' ·'"f 
C&ta:r'-(/l.J2 
This function f..s ( f, J') is always 1 only on the circumference 
of the radius jP • ~ns/aa and zero on the circumference of the 
radius j> = ~ntfaa (t # s). This function is shown in Figure 
4-4. In addition, we have the following orthogonality relations; 
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4.56) 
4.57) 
4.58) 
,, 
{l 
" 
I' __.... \ I , 
I I T I 
t-,--t~--:-~-----+-.-- ---- :_f_' -· i ' ---+-----
: j - - I l ' 
~~----
! 
0 
, I ' '' t ' - ' I I~' ' 
----,~. t: ~-· • _--_ ~---+-'-__ -----~-, ,~-it:-. -il-,--'-i--,-___ ' --- --- -
' ' ' . ' :- i ' . ' 'I I ~-- i L- ' 
~--
' 
.>.7[ ()o 
::h 11 e.sff f) c.:r;: fJ ;;dfdf= ~ [,, £r 
D D I 41¥;;:, ( ,1,.!Jj:. 
Compared with the sine function, ( ~ 7[ [2vX- n) ~c l{f£;1/->V} 
in the rectangular case, the function, / {'.,, ( .f, j?J j , has some-
what a similar character. 
The function F( /'• f) of equation 4,57) may be expanded by the 
orthogonal function { t'..sff, f/J} of equation 4,58) as follows: 
·-tA:> -fA/0 
TrtfJ-=Z2 
11~-~ s~t 
In this equation we may have the following equation: 
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4.60) 
4,61) 
4.62) 
Then equation 4.61) is as follows; 
-f;>o 7-MI 
Fr;: fJ-:= 7I 
n~-~ s =I 
The coefficients F (~ lacV are also given by; n ns 
Finally, equation 4.63) is what we want to find the sampling 
theorem for a circular area. As known from equation 4.64) the 
coefficient values Fn(~ns/aa) are the integration values on the 
angle ~ from 0 to 2• of the amplitude F(~ns/aa, ~) on the cir-
-in~ 
cumference of the radius ~ns/aa, multiplied by e • These 
values are nothing more than the sampling values in the circular 
sampling theorem. 
For a summary, let us state the sampling theorem in a circu-
lar case. The sampling theorem for the amplitude of waves by a 
circular aperture can be derived; that is, the complex amplitude 
f(~, ~) in the image plane is expressed as 
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4.63) 
4.64) 
4.65) 
e "'"'f Ja f<f). :t ~n>' 
n --- ------
J; { ~M) / (4ft?'/ -fl.sJ1 
where a is aperture constant, ~ , ~ polar coordinates, a = 2n/~, 
~ wavelength, and ~ns is the sth zero value of the Bessel function, 
Jn(x). The sampling function / e.s } satisfy the orthogonal re-
lation 
and Cs is unity over a sampling circle of radius ~n8/aa and 
is zero over all other sampling circles. 
4. Intensity Matrix Description in Image Formation 
A. General Description 
The method of describing the intensity distribution over the image 
by using the intensity matrix, which is derived by using the sampling 
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4.66) 
4.67) 
4.68) 
theorem, leads to the same results as obtained by applying equation 
4,33) in the general Fourier formula for the image formation, 
For the sake of simplicity, let us choose the one-dimensional 
equivalent of equation 4,33) where xi • x~, given by: 
• 
.-t(1,j 
Applying the sampling theorem to the point image amplitude distri-
bution ~(xi-x0 ) and 1*(xi-x~) we get 
where 
and where 
-f"" 
itt·-;(.)=.:;[ it:ro-J:r)7:t/.) 
7:, rY.) -
~ (:J 7[/? .X..·- ?J 7l) 
~J?X,· -71/T 
~ (.ill ~,t. - ;,.;?[') 
,27l ,R .X,. - m 7l 
• 
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4.69) 
4.70a) 
4.70b) 
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Therefore, 
-1"" 
)(J,)c:: j/Trz.-.r.'J;[to~-fi-)7:(7.)~ Jix,'-;;)T-1-7.) 
-)\> 
·+oo 
= ~ ~ r f-{.)-;;, f.Y.) !I Tf;;-.t/) 8a; 8(%) :frz -2:,)1-f.ro r_;;)dJ'. tl_r; / 
_., 
which reduces to 
-f M +ib 
/f:<;j""' 7' L 7: (/,) ;i,., 7:r-Y.) 4.71) 
where 
.fPC 
Am = Jfr/Y,-Xo')8o;;}/.r/;}t;;-.J)P'o.'-/1)ht!.r.~ 4.72) 
-00 
Here Anm is called the intensity matrix, 
l 
/(J; -4)= Zit Z-2~) Y:, r:Y.) 
"' 
l/.1-1'( Y , _r 1 ) _ """') .A.,- I "") At AD/ - ~ :f ( ,/. - 2 _1.? 7: (Y,) 
_,_ .. 
/.}.,, "'ff J7,r. -x,)tftr.;3h'J .lr.t. -2/i.) tf:x,'-_;) t:(r;,dz;/ 
-IJ< 
The matrix formulation for the intensity distribution obtained by a 
circular aperture is derived by using the circle sampling theorem 
based upon the Fourier-Bessel expansion in the previous section; 
namely, the intensity distribution at the point i(xi,yi) is given 
by! 
where the sum is from _.,. to +"' in m and n, and from 0 to +"' in s 
and t, and th is the sampling function for the m-th and s-th sam-
'-( ms 
pling points. For the circular aperture, the function 
by equation 4.58} or 4.67} in the previous section; 
1/i is given lms 
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4.73) 
4.74) 
The intensity matrix is: 
2)mr 
,;r,;,'r) ~,J 
where i!Q is an element of the source, and r is generally given by 
equation 4.7) at T = 0 which is already discussed in section 2 of 
this chapter. 
To summarize the above: 
' I 
' 
-t ,;>c t ·~ 
~~) ( f, f/ ~ /2 
P'l:: - •,lr;; :..."•.; f 
I 
\, 
j 
I 
I 
i 
' 
' 
' 
' 
/ l/;,, ~~ r/:,c' ti5 
~ 
! 
' 
' 
' I 
The matrix formulation 4.77) is merely rewritten by using the circle 
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4. 75) 
4.76) 
4. 77) 
sampling theorem in the place of the general image formulation of 
equation 4.32) in section 2 of this chapter. 
The general features of the matrix formulation will be stated by: 
one, that it may be very useful when we think of the information val-
ue contained in the image because of the application of the sampling 
theorem; and another, that knowing the intensity matrix is the posi-
tive Hermitian matrix we can investigate the image formation by using 
the properties of the Hermitian matrix. This investigation will be 
done in Chapter V. 
B. Image Formulation Depending upon Illumination 
Using the simplest one-dimensional case obtained in equation 4.73), 
we will consider the intensity matrices depending upon coherent, inco-
herent, and partially coherent illuminations. 
Case Is Coherent Illumination 
In this case, the partial coherence factor iF is a constant, 
taken as unity for simplicity. Under this condition, equation 4.69) 
becomes, 
"'" c 
., J'/i -1. ·;·;., ' 1/ 
.t(, Joe X(;/, -/,){/(1,)£11>."" i fl', --1,) ['";l:~h.A/, 
·-- J..<; 
or 
./r/) 
' 
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4.78a) 
4.79b) 
This equation 4.79b) expresses that in the coherent case the 
intensity matrix becomes merely the product of amplitudes at 
two points. 
As an example, consider a sinusoidal object, 
then 
Therefore, 
,+1)0 
-· I c (1.; / ( ,r. .!J_) j, 
" v .21\. tJ . b 
~')? 
- ,.1o 
-R.lr' 
I<..JIJ 
' 2'? 
This describes a sinusoidal wave extending to infinity whose 
amplitude is between 0 and 1 depending on the value of ~~ 
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4.80) 
4.81) 
Referring to equation 4.79b), 
' 
A ·yJ f ( .!!-') /' 
-' (:zr·') ?I'J'J? - _2/? 
~ I tJ;, ,( - I;~? ~ l '{'(tv/ r ... ~,.:. ( (w) r?' - /r~ -
,-'\ ,_..:' /~/ri-m) ] ! z{' -= /?, I ??U/ f 
which becomes 
!L ..... t ' ~, :: 1 t (1~; 1 ',:..-; .~~ r" -hi J 
The intensity of the image is given by, 
/ l.rJ; J (~ 
". 
With reference to the sampling theorem, 
I •,\a 
Jf _- ... -•. ) 
t "".::-
~;: 
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4.82) 
( 
4.83) 
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Let 
and by comparison 
/ll,) -
Expanding cos t"xi we have by equation 4.83) 
Therefore, 
The image intensity reduces to 
4.84a) 
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or 
4.84b) 
~e see that the image intensity distribution is again a sinu-
soidal variation of the same spatial frequency but that the 
,, 2 
amplitude is modulated by j·t< ,,. )( • the transfer function of 
the system. 
c,se II: Incoherent Illumination 
The partial coherence factor is given by, 
Referring back to equation 4.73), 
~" 
~ jj> //,. //)/1(~. u'~),'J i(J.. })) t~l/-;;:;d'!; :!ro' 
. - ~~ 
where 
Again assume a sinusoidal object distribution, 
For a one-dimensional perfect system, the spread function t is 
simply the sine function, 
1-XJ 
j- fj' Cl-:1 )i<J )dJj,tc (l ,_ ':1) &;1c /J':. - .. '") y'J'~ 
_,._' ~ .?R.. ~ .. _,71:! • 
··- rl.:> 
Evaluating the integral above 
I" 
I, -= .-J/ =;,c rJ, - };, ) ~'c (k 17: ) dJ, 
Let y - x0 - n/2R 
Then, 
T 
-·- j 
·- ob 
~ ,, ·+ .r 
1 _z_l\ 
'· 
''" ~ J/ <J.;,c .J &.;,c rj r 2~) i:; 
-- ·}0 
and by Parseval's Theorem, 
/f-~n- m) 
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4,85) 
4.86) 
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4.87) 
Turning to the evaluation r2, we have 
"" 
T--~ - i !' . _:..(- (o,'/b:lc 
;'_ Jo 
4.88) 
Let y = x -n/2R 0 ) 
then i} - JJ'"') 
--~---
T~ -
4.89) 
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Th<~refore, 
In the case of n ~ m, the above matrix reduces to 
4.91) 
and in the case of n - m, the matrix is1 
which can also be derived directly from equation 4.88). The 
intensity of the image is given by, 
~ .i I) ~ 7:, f~) _,_ 
n 
' -< 
tsrt· 0)£ /Z7:.(J'.)t' ':fj 
,, 
Referring to the previous work, 
A a;)"' :f /} 'Z 1, l;i.J f /J(i- tv) CO "6../,' 4.93) 
H 
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It is known from this result that the image intensity distri-
bution is again a sinusoidal variation of the same spatial 
frequency modulated by B(l -~/) in the amplitude but that the 
I A' y -'-total intensity is added by the constant inten$ity term~~~ 1,//J 
....._ n t , 
Case III1 Partially Coherent Illumination* 
The partial coherence factor is given by 
7 (/u -//}:: 4.;, $[ )';, -)'/) 
-'" (/, -- r, :/ 
where s is a function of the size of the source. Of cource, if 
s ~ o, ~(x - x') become unity. Referring to equationt~.73), 0 0 
we have 
_,.., 
Again assuming a sinusoidal object distributio~ 
<"1 
{) (1;,) " t!;; o tJ /o 
A As.we know, the spread function t is a sine function for a 
perfect system, so we get 
-~ ~ . .., ~ J!Lo,C'J. '""-./, 1-W~eS(/, -r/) LZ~ 
.. 0'-' 
''~' ii>" 
=j I '", ,_ .l / J.'.,,. a.;_ Jl. )_ ~~., q 
~~ -~ 
( ·< >'7) • ··y I '" j , / J• -· - 0 .tlu<c (J, - - ),u .J :r 
./A ??! Acq U 
* Due to a very small source but not quite a point source. 
4.%) 
4. 95) 
Evaluating the integral in the inner brackets above 
Let y • x - n/2R, 
0 
then x = y + n/2R, s(x - x 1 ) = s(y + n/2R - x') = s(y + p) 
0 0 0 0 
where p = n/2R - x' 
0 
- Pe Co-, l}jJ (:"".q·ci 2) ( -L<uiuz - 0)) '-<'·jt'-1 cl,:o· 
- {)::. 
' . J I . 1 /. ) ' ( )/ ?l . ·)' 1 11 t 7 -?lu..· [ <14 '5'/ ·- -1 ') . .(l.J -I """ (' s: 41 / ,..- -.1, f.) •. .:2)::\ . (_<..: 21< v - ~"'~ .• 
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4.96) 
4.97) 
Putting equation 4.97) into equation 4.95) 
. ,, ) 
J/?R - ./_.' 
-ftN' -1! ~" _,1w -or l;f -I:') .rr:c 
Evaluating the integral above 
Let 
then 
y = x' - m/2R, 
0 
x 1 = y + m/2R 
0 
ho 
JR l/ 4<~ (); '-/:C )~< 
.~ 
n/2R - x' • (n - m)/2R - y a p/2R - y 
0 
i../ » t 1>1) ,- I 
.;:;'? 
(p a n - m) 
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4.98) 
Turning to the evaluation 12, we have 
-'"' 
'-r· J !!!±/ ., . ·l. , , ,., 
·-;,- 1-CJ Cc7.;>1\ t{;,t"•/. fiu•c(L-JJ),J«rC S(w-t)l;;J; -z)d/, 
-~ 
11» 
= ((_ L.J) J~ /e <:~ p <'!;;_' /.kc (/ lh-;,c 5(;-LJ)(?j + .fi:c), f? A'uj ,:lj ] 
-- i1o 
where 
Therefore 
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4.99) 
4.100) 
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A - /3 (T,. ·r ·:-.·,) ~fnn1 - _ 
4.101) 
In the case of n = m, the above matrix reduces to : 
4.102) 
Thus the intensity of the image is 
lf?O~ ·~2- 7:/7) /J T1:t:J L ~ 11 • ;-;," )• • 
Jn I-< 
Referrong to the previous work, 
4.103) 
We can see in this result that the image intensity distribution 
is again a sinusoidal variation of the same spatial frequency, 
but that the amplitude is modulated by J E + F(l - CV ) }<2 -<J). 
C. The Transformation of the Intensity Matrix by a Pupil 
Using the matrix natation we can write tee generalized quad-
ratic form 4.71) in the following form, 
' /()(,) 
where A is the "illumination matrix" whose elements are given by 
A expressed in the form 4.72) and where T is also the matrx 
nm 
consisting of the sampling function T • 
n 
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4.104) 
For several (k) systems in cascade which has k pupils, we can 
show easily (Gamo, 1957b, or refer to Asakura, 1958) that equation 
4. 104) becomes 
4.105) 
where 
-~ 
8= u/lu 
and where 
4.106) 
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with 
.A 
tk(x) being the joint image amplitude distribution (spread func-
tion) for the k-th system in the chain, In equation 4,107) the 
matrix U is called as the "transmission matrix", 
mn 
The mathematical expression of the process passing through 
several pupils may, in general, be described by the•~ultiplica-
tion of the several pupil functions, In the matrix formulation, 
the expression is obtained by the multiplication of the transmis-
sian matrices given by equation 4,106). Both methods are, of course, 
equivalent from the physical point of view. However, the former ex-
pression is a function of parameters varying continuously with pul-
pils, while the latter is determined by the independent value for 
each pupil obtained from equation 4.107). Therefore, the matrix 
method is probably more useful in practical mathematical calcu-
lations, Also, equation 4,107) is equivalent to the expression 
for the pupil function describing the aberrations of the system 
and the variation of amplitude over the pupil. Therefore, the 
transmission matrix can indicate the quality of the system; that 
is, instead of evaluating lens systems by specifying its transfer 
function, we may use this mathematically more straightforward meth-
4.107) 
123 
od. Once this transmission matrix is ob~ained, then the intensity 
distribution over the image can be determined by equation 4.105). 
5. Coherence Matrix Concept and Response Function Matrix 
So far we have derived several results for the image formation 
in terms of intensity matrices on the assumption that the radiation 
is nearly monochaomatic. These results are based on the mutual in-
tensity function, or merely the mutual intensity according to Wolf's 
de£ in it ion, 
4.108) 
In order to extend the matrix formulation to fields with a spectral 
range of arbitrary width, it is necessary to introduce in place of 
equation 4.108) the more general correlation function 
4.109) 
which is called the mutual coherence by Wolf. Based upon hhe mutual 
intensity 4.108) the intensity distribution of waves at a point (x,y) 
can be expressed as a quadratic form with respect to expansion func-
tion t'l (x, y) as follows, T ms 
4.110) 
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where a matrix A , 
nt:ms 
4.111} 
is called the mutual intensity matrix for the later convenience. 
Equation 4.111} shows that an element of intensity matrix may be 
regarded as a mutual intensity between two expansion coefficients. 
When these formulations 4.110} and 4.111} are extended to a spec-
tral range of width depending upon equation 4.109}, we must intro-
duce in place of equation 4.111} the more general matrix 
d,z,.., (() cc /1//c£~ (),, '/,) "l:t)o'/, ;X.,;/,;?) f:.,,r t-l.j) 4.112} 
, tl.u; .i.~; .ly. 
which is now time-dependent. We call equation 4.112) the mutual 
coherence matrix. The intensity distribution 4.110) can be also 
written by using equation 4.112} in the form, 
4.113) 
Now suppose the source produces the illumination matrix A in the 
object plane. The resultant transmitted matrix is given by O*AO 
if the transformation matrix 0 due to an object is given by 
4.114} 
where O(r,§} is the transmission coefficient of a given object. 
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Let T the transformation matrix due to a given optical pupil. In 
this matrix T the effect of aberration and defocussing are generally 
included. The final image intensity after passing through a given 
pupil is given by, 
* * i•TOA6T 
* Using the notation A • 0 AO for the given object, equation 4.115) 
becomes 
* i =TAT 
Comparing the above method with the frequency response function in 
4 .115) 
4.116) 
the Fourier method which is already discussed previously, we can find 
that the matrix T plays the same role corresponding to the response 
function. Therefore, let us call the matrix T under the name of the 
frequency response matrix. In order to compare the matrix formula-
tion with Table 4-1, we make fhe following table; 
Illumination 
Coherent, Incoherp 
ent and Partially 
Coherent (All these 
illuminations are 
included in A) 
Basic Quantity 
Intensity 
i(x,y} 
Transition from 
Object to Image 
* I•TAT 
Table 4-2 Basic Formula for the Matrix Formulation 
Response 
Matrix 
T 
This table shows the basic formula relating to imaging under the 
considerations of the matrix formulation. 
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1. Introduction 
CHAPTER V 
DENSITY MATRIX IN STATISTICAL MECHANICS 
AND INTENSITY MATRIX IN OPTICS 
The analogy between optics and wave mechanics was first discovered 
by Hamilton (1831) at the point between the trajectory of material par-
ticles in potential fields and the path of light rays in media with con-
tinuously variable refractive index. It took many years before Schro-
dinger (1926) paid the first attention to his analogy as his study from 
geometrical optics to wave optics of particles with wave equations de-
veloped by de Broglie (1924). This was the beginning of wave mechanics. 
Schrodinger developed the general expression between the Hamilton oper-
ator and the energy eigenvalues and reduced the problem to the solution 
of a second order linear differential equation. On the other hand, 
quantum mechanics was formulated from the matrix point of view by Heis-
enberg (1925). The mathematical appearance of the theories presented 
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by these two men is quite different, but Schrodinger (1926) and Eckart 
(1926) proved that the two theories are in fact equivalent. It may be 
important to point out here that these two approaches are special cases 
of a more general theory of linear Hermitian operators •. The properties, 
linear and Hermitian, are very important in the field of theoretical 
physics. Although the analogy between the Schrodinger equation and the 
Maxwellian wave equation has been discussed by many people, little at-
tention has been paid to the possibility of formulating problems in image 
formations, for example, by matrix techniques, However, it is true 
that in the past there were three major lines of attack on the prob-
lem of obtaining a useful and satisfying mathematical representation 
of light and the instruments through which it passes. Wiener (1930) 
developed a generalized harmonic analysis and a statistical descrip-
tion of light by introducing the coherency matrix. His work follows 
the lead of Rayleigh (1871, 1899), Schuster (1891) and others, Jones 
(1941, 1947, 1948) developed a matrix-vector calculus of monochromatic 
plane waves based on the electric vector, Mueller (1946, 1948) devel-
oped a phenomenological matrix-vector calculus based on Stokes vector 
(1952) which is defined in terms of observable light intensities, The 
work of Jones and Mueller is characterized by the explicit recognition 
of the role of the instrument and its representation by a matrix. 
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Later Parke (1949) completed the mathematical relation between the 
work of Wiener, Jones and Mueller. All these researches are primarily 
concerned with polarization or coherence, specifically not with object-
image relationships in image forming instruments, As mentioned in the 
previous chapter, Gabor (1955, 1956) and Game (1956, 1957, 1958) pro-
posed a theory of image formation based on matrices whose elements con-
sist of the partial coherence factor, This matrix description of image 
forming systems has been strongly advanced mainly by Game (1960), In 
point of fact, the illumination matrix of optics (discussed in the pre-
vious chapter) bears a remarkable similarity to the density matrix of 
statistical mechanics. The study of the density matrix in statistical 
mechanics was done especially by von Neumann (1927, 1955) and more re-
cently by Band (1958) and others. The interesting point that the den-
sity matrix is intimately related to the Stokes parameters (1852, 
Chandrasekhar, 1950, Walker, 1954, McMaster, 1954) has been pointed 
out previously by Perrin (1942), Falkoff and MacDonald (1951), and 
Fano (1954). Wolf (1954) also stated that "the matrices (introduced 
by him in a 3 x 3 matrix consisting of correlation functions) may be 
expected to play a role in Electromagnet field theory which is some-
what analogous to that which the Density Matrix of von Neumann plays 
in Quantum Mechanics." Wolf (1959) also discussed the analogy between 
the Stokes parameter and the Pauli spin matrices of quantum mechanics 
through the concept of the density matrix. Thus, the description of 
optical wave propagation is coming closer and closer to the terminol-
ogy now in common in statistical mechanics. We are now getting a sta-
tistical optics which bears the same relation to phenomenological op-
tics in the image forming systems that statistical mechanics bears to 
thermodynamics. 
It is the purpose of this chapter to review the foundation of the 
density matrix in statistical mechanics and investigate the properties 
of the illumination matrix of optics proposed by Gabor and Gamo under 
the guidance of statistical mechanical density matrix. 
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2. Density Matrix in Statistical Mechanics and Its Properties 
The introduction of statistical methods, not only in classical 
mechanics but also in statistical mechanics, is based on the same 
reason that we may encounter situations where both classical and 
statistical mechanics would not be practical not profitable to try 
to treat the precise state of a system as time proceeds. Thus we 
can see that the forms of statistical mechanics are suitable for 
making predictions as far as the average values of the coordinates 
and momenta or other properties of a given sytem are taken into 
account. Statistical mechanics accordingly includes the two im-
portant factors, probabilities and averages, which are expressed as 
ensemble averages. The reason that t.a density matrix has an 
increasing attention is that it represents the results of taking 
not only mechanical matrix elements but also ensumble averages. 
von Neumann (1927) first introduced the density matrix in statis-
tical mechanics which play a similar role of the density in classical 
mechanics. Following the presentation of this matrix by von 
Neumann, Dirac (1929, 1930) established the fundamental background 
of the density matrix. 
Suppose that the state vect~r of a system can be expanded in the 
following form: 
5.1) 
where the function Uk(q) are any desired complete set of orthogonal, 
normalized eigenfunctions axpressed as 
The densitl matrix is introduced here and defined by 
where a bar expresses a mean of the products a*a for all the sys-
nm 
terns of the ensemble (ensemble average) and where we can interchange 
the order of m, n on the two sides of the equation, Since a*a in-
n n 
dicates the probability of finding a system corresponding to the 
eigenfunction U (q) state, the form 
n 
IL 0.;' 0, 
expresses the probability that a system chosen at random from the 
ensemble will be found in the state n, Equations 5.3) and 5.4) show 
that the elements of the density matrix depend on a generalized 
probability amplitude an (t) situated in the particular state (/J (q, t). 
Thus the density matrix consisting the whole elements indicates the 
situation of the entire given system in a simple matrix form, 
Now let us consider several interesting properties of tae den-
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5,2) 
5.3) 
5,4) 
sity matrix in the followings (a) As a consequence of the normali-
• an o e nor-zation and orthogonality of the Uk in equation 5 2) d f th 
malization of rj;(q,t) itself, we find 
1 
which is derived by the relation 
- 2 a," o, .1 
n 
It is known that the sum of all tbe diagonal elements of the density 
matrix is equivalent to the integration of the density ;P over the 
whole phase space in the case of classical mechanics. We will con-
aider the ensemble average of the expectation value of an observable 
F. The expectation value is given by 
< ~ > :::- J </J4 r:: </J tlg 
""l, j a: u: -,: o, u tlg 
where 
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5.5) 
5.6) 
5.7) 
The ensemble average of the above value is then, 
or using matrix multiplication 
Here we can see again that the integration over all of phase space 
of classical quantity is replaced by the trace of the corresponding 
statistical mechanical matrix. As a result, the ensemble average of 
the expectation value of an observable F is given by Tr(F;P). Since 
from equation 5.5) traces are independent of the representation 
is also independent of the representation. (b) The transformation 
of the density matrix from one representation to another can be per-
formed by the unitary transformation. The representation correspond-
ing to the probability amplitude ak(t) is expanded in the form of 
equation 5.1), 
while any other mode of representation corresponding to the prob-
ability amplitude b1 can be expanded by the same method in the 
form 
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5.8) 
5.9) 
Thus we have 
where we use the transformation from Uk(q) to v1(q) with there-
lation 
In equation 5.12) S is unitary. From equations 5.11) and 5.12) 
we have 
L (},,(i) U. rg) 
" 
or 
Using a prime to denote the density matrix in the new language p~o-
vided by v1(q), we may write in accordance with equation 5.3) 
/ 
f.s._ ; --':_ -t. = :2. a "I(-*~_,_ tl~ s;/ 
i, f 
·-1 
sst !;~ s.l-t. -I 
-1 t 
' 
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5.10) 
5.12) 
5.13) 
5.14) 
5.15a) 
or simply 
A transformation matrix, having components Skr' which imply the 
-I 
existence of those for the inverse transformation srk' has also 
the following relations; 
J 
Using equations 5.15) and 5.16) we can write 
The appropriate expression for the mean values of observables can 
be written in the following way; 
/ S"" 
'i.s {;~ 1s s;t 
tJ.j 1[4( S:A_,) F v'S r s;~) olg 
or 
<~>. 
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5.15b) 
5.16) 
5.17) 
5.18a) 
5.18b) 
Thus, equations 5,17) and 5.18) indicate the general invariance of 
the trace of a matrix under unitary transformaton, 
In the case of a finite Hermitian matrix it is possible to make 
a unitary transformation to a diagonal matrix representation, Also, 
from equatons 5,4) and 5,5) the diagonal elements of the density 
matrix are necessarily non-negative in any representation and have 
a sum equal to unity, Generally speaking, the diagonal terms of the 
density matrix may be called its eigenvalues, Finally, we get the 
general principle that the eigenvalues of the density matrix are 
necessarily non-negative with a sum equal to unity 
(c) We have the possibility of transforming from the original general 
representation in which we define the density matrix ~~ in terms 
of the probability amplitude, to coordinate representation which 
would be expressed by the familiar probability amplitude ~ (q, t). 
From equation 5,15) we have 
-I 
.t, e 
Now we consider the transformation defined by 
.) 
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5,19) 
5,20) 
Then, we get 
J:,. 1 =]; f;i ~ 1fr}U:t6,.} 
::: 2 Ct-4-¥ U/rt.J ~ 0tt ~J 
riJ 
In this representation we can see that the density matrix can 
be expressed by the coordinate representation in terms of the prob-
ability.amplitudes ~~(qr,t) and ~ (qs,t) for the coordinate 
eigenvalues qr and qs instead of the repaesentation of the eigen-
function Uk(q). Thus the connection of the density matrix with 
the particle density is evident and will bring the relation between 
the statistical method vs. the density matrix and the atomic physics. 
It is stated by Tolman (1938) that this general representation, by 
giving no specific recognition to the circumstance that continuous as 
well as discrete spectra of eigenstates must actually be considered, 
really provides a simpler formalism for the treatments that we must 
undertake, than coordinate language with its definite recognition 
of the circumstance that the eigenvalues actually do exhibit in that 
case a continuous spectrum. 
(d) The time. dependence of the density matrix ;o is given by 
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5.21) 
5.22) 
which is analogous to the Liouville theorem in classical statistical 
mechanics. From the above equation we see that, if ;f> (H) is a 
function only of the Hamiltonian H, then [ ;;, H)= 0 and :~ ~o. 
Now let us prove equation 5.22). We consider an expansion for the 
state of the system in the form 
cf ( 'f, t-J : I ti.,trJ U, rtJ . 
.., 
For the rate of change of a (t) with time we have the generalized 
n 
Schr6dinger equation 
?Jtl. 
_l 
. 2 /-!,~ (j It 
-
'2>t t; 
with 
H,~. - J u,/ H u~ "'t 
and 
• 
Thus we can get the rate of change of J;. m with time in the form 
= .._'1;- ( )£!.;" 11. + 
z,t- " 
= -;;; ( ~~,.: /',4 - fL,., 1-t,~ ) 
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5.23) 
5.24) 
5.25) 
5.26) 
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We consider the possibility of setting the density matrix equal to 
a constant, The component of elements of the density matrix •ill 
be given by 
5.27) 
where the non-diagonalized elements of the matrix are all zero and 
the diagonal elemants are all equal to the same quantity 
• 
From equation 5.27) we obtain after substituting 5,28), 
- ;. ( 1-l.,. - K,.) = o . 5,28) 
Starting with the initial distribution of equation 5,27) we get an 
ensemble which retains the same distribution independent of time. 
(e) The fundamental postulate of statistical mechanics is the hy-
pothesis of equal a priori probabilities and random a priori phases 
for the quantum-mechanical states of a system, When we construct an 
ensemble to represent the condition of the system of interest with 
respect to some observable F which we can have as our knowledge, we 
assign equal probability and random phases at the time of measurement 
of those eigensolutions of F which agreesequally well with the ap-
proximate knowledge of the state given by the measurement, We now 
consider these properties in some detail. When we consider the 
uniform ensemble, we can define density matrix with equation 5.27). 
From equation 5.28) we see that the uniform ensemble does not change 
with time. It is in statistical equilibrium. We now see that the 
properties of such a permanent uniform distribution is very impor-
tant in setting up the fundamental postulate of the statistics as 
to equal a priori propabilities and random a priori phases. If the 
time independence of the uniform ensemble in which the diagonal el-
ements are all equal to some quantity is true in one representation, 
it must be true in all representations in accordance with equations 
5.15). If the density matrix contains a non-diagonal element then from 
equation 5.26) 
To which is not zero unless Bj • Ei in the energy representation. 
investigate this we return to the original definition 5.3) for the 
density matrix and express this with the use of the magnitudes and 
phases of the probability amplitudes a* and a for the different 
m n 
states of the systems in the ensemble. Thus, we can write 
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5.29) 
5.30) 
where 
/ 
In this equation, rm and rn are the absolute magnitudes, and ~n 
and ~ are the phases, of the probability amplitudes for the states 
m 
n and m of a system in the ensemble, 
For the case of a uniform ensemble, equation 5.31) reduces to 
for any choice of states n and m, 
We must thus have for m ~ n, 
and 
}l, !L,., ~ t 1, -l .. ) = 0 
Eor n - m we have 
' .. . • ..,t:' 
- / () 
Now we can see that equations 5.33) and 5.34) would be satisfied 
by supposing that the phases ~ and f are random. Then positive 
n m 
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5,31) 
5,32) 
5,33) 
5.34) 
5.35) 
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and negative values of the sine and cosine will occur equally often, 
and the averages will be zeDo, The assumption of random phases 
shows that there are no non-diagonal terms in the density matrix, 
Now, let us take one example to show the meaning of the random 
phase assumption, Suppose that the state vector of one particle is 
written as 
5.36) 
where 
ui- - ) u_ 
represent a particle moving in the positive and negative q directions. 
Then the density matrix will be written by using equation 5,3) 
f 5,37) 
On the other hand the probability density is expressed in the 
form 
5.38) 
In a statistical ensemble which is a function only of tpe energy 
we would expect that the + and - states are equally represented 
and that the probability density (~~?6 is also uniform. From 
equation 5.39) the probability density is only uniform if the co-
+2ikq 
efficients of e are zero. Otherwise the probability density 
will change with position. If we had the non-random relation 
2 
a+ • a_, the probability density would vary as cos kq. Thus the 
assumption of random phases shows that the off-diagonal elements 
vanish and that the probability density will be uniform. More 
detail discussion on the density matrix can be found in books 
(Tolman, 1938, von Neumann, 1955). 
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3. Intensity Matrix in Optics and Its Properties 
We have already derived the matrix description of image forma-
tion in Chapter IV. Let us summarize the results derived in equa-
tions 4.73); the intensity distribution in the image plane is wri-
tten in the form 
where for the sake of simplicity we choose the one-dimensional case 
and where the intensity matrix A and T (xi) are respectively given 
run n 
by .... 
,4,.,-= Jf Trx.-:t.'J6d.Jo~.r.~t-a.-Jk)irx.'-.fj Jo/.t.dY/ 
._ .. 
~ t.r rl? xA · - J'l .,. )
olrrf?:N- nl( 
We can also reach the same intensity expression from another 
m·ethod based upon Gabor's concept (1955, 1956). A general wave 
equation, which is applied in the image forming system here, is in 
the form 
where we assume that there will be N linearly independent solutions 
for equation 5.41). Let us call eigenfunctions of the optical in-
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5.39) 
5.40) 
5.41) 
strument Ui(x,y,z) for each solution with i running from 1 to N. we 
can then expand a monochromatic wave with complex amplitude ~(x,y,z) 
as a series 
J/ 
:T C· u, a/ lf,:E J. 
L_:l./ 
Thus, the intensity distribution function is generally obtained by 
the following form 
..; 
'"'2 2 lk· U.· Lj,. 
,_. d' q (/ 
where the matrix Aij is known as the intensity matrix. 
one-dimensional case, equation 5.43) becomes 
For the 
..L' a,) = t1 a) r/?z) ~ ~ Z /),.. u~ o~) U,., a.·) 
" ... 
which is equivalent to equation 5.39). 
In this section we mainly pay our attention to the properties 
of the illumination matrix itself. 
Property 1 - Number of degrees of freedom. A system of real num-
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5.42) 
5.43) 
5.44) 
hers T1 , T2 , T3 , •••••••• , T0 , ••••••• in equation 5.39) makes a vector 
in the multi-dimensional space and is denoted by the letter T. The 
system of numbers s1 , s2 , ••••• 80 ••••••• whose linear transformation 
is in the form of ~ A&m Tm ~ Sn in equation 5.39) is also represent-
" 
ed by one vector in the multi-dimensional space. This linear trans-
formation is regarded as multiplication of the matrix A by the vector 
T, written symbolically in the form 
/JT- s. 
Consequently the intensity distribution i(xi' of equation 5.39) 
is considered as the inner product of these two vectors T and S, i.e., 
A/ 
ir:r..J:: T. S = T. IJ T - T II T 
where A is the matrix of equation 5.39); 
,4, Ax .. "' .. ~ ~' 1/,n 
[A] ~ A, ,4>-2. 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 4.n !L 
Then the number of degrees of freedom (N) in the image plane is 
considered as the dimensional number of the multi-dimensional space. 
Since the dimensional number is here the number of sampling points, 
the number (N) of degrees of freedom in the image plane is equivalent 
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5.45) 
5.46) 
5.47) 
to the number of sampling points. If, for example, the area of image 
in two-dimensional case is assumed to be ~ , then the number is 
given by 
which was also derived by Toraldo di Francia (1955) for the coherent 
illumination, However, he defined a different number N for the de-
gree of freedom in the case of incoherent illumination. Compared 
with his definition this approach gives us the number of degrees 
of freedom as the dimensional number whatever the nature of illu-
mination is. The problem about the mode of illumination are all 
included into the elements A of the intensity matrix. Accordingly, 
nm 
the dimensional number originally obtained by the numerical aperture 
of an optical system, i,e., the number of degrees of freedom, is now 
completely separated from the mode of illumination. 
Property 2 - The intensity matrix is a positive definite Hermitian 
type. To prove this, we note that the intensity distribution ex-
pressed by equation 5.39) must always be positive and real because 
of the fact that t'e only physical quantity directly observed is 
the intensity, a positive number. T~t is, 
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5.48) 
5.49) 
It is also known that the intensity matrix is a positive definite 
Hermitian type expressed as 
Property 3 - The trace of the matrix is equal to the total illu-
mination integrated over the image plane and is invariant under a 
unitary transformation, 
and this can be normalized for convenience. 
Property 4 - We now consider the problem of diagonalizing the quad-
ratic form 5.39) and reducing it to a sum of squares. This trans-
formation of the illumination matrix can be performed by t•e unitary 
transformation. 
Consider equation 5.46) 
(-r T..t ., .. Tn) 
- f J, J 
' 
A. 
' 
' 
4., 
T, 
T.. 
T,. 
J 
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5.50) 
5.51) 
5.52) 
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and define the following rotation in Hilbert space 
or 
~ f., S.t ' ... - - .. S', .. T, I 
~ s~ s:., -,;_' 
' 
' 
5.53) 
T .. J:, SM T' h 
This transformation is generally expressed in the form of matrix 
elements as 
5.54) 
inversely 
T. I - ~ S,.,., T, 
Knowing from equations 5,53) and 5.54) 
5.55) 
we then find that 
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' AJ I 
.-lt:t..J := r' A 1 5.56) 
where A is given by the similarity transformation 
5.57) 
We now choose equation 5.57) to be diagonal for convenience. This 
implies that 
5.58) 
so that equation 5.56) reduces to a sum of squares in the following 
form 
5.59) 
Substituting equation 5.57) into equation 5.58) and then multiply-
ing from the left by S there results the basic eigenvalue equation 
5.60) 
the only non-trival solution of which is 
/4- A I- tJ 
the bars indicating tk& determinant, 
or 
,4/(-;\ 
- () 
,4 .2/ 
, 
' 
' 
' 
' 
A -/1 Hnn 
The equivalent form of equation 5.61) is 
. .. ... . ~ . + (-!) "CV, = () 
where f¥ = ()( (Aij). For example 
. ' ' 
. -f- A /'Inn . 
This determinant then yields ~1 • ~ 2 • •••••••• A the eigenvalues of n 
the illuminaton matrix [A]. Feeding these eigenvalues back into 
equation 5.60), the eigenvectors ( or more exactly the direction 
cosines between the eigenvect~s and the priucipal axes in Hilbert 
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5.6la) 
5.6lb) 
5.62) 
5.63) 
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space) can be determined and hence the S matrix constructed. In 
addition to this, from the theory of tae unitary transformation 
(cf. Courant and Hilbert, 1924) we know the following property ; a 
unitary transformation 5.54) 
is defined as a transformation which transforms the unit Hermitian 
form 
(T is the complex number conjugate to T ) 
n n 
into itself, i,e., for which 
5.64) 
Also the unitary transformation holds the following conditions, 
5.65) 
or, equivalently 
(Pi=!)_ 5.66) 
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Now it is interesting to consider the form that equation 5.59) takes 
for the three cases of coherence, partial coherence and incoherence. 
A. Coherence 
For the case of coherent illumination, matrix {A] consists of 
the sampled values of the complex amplitude in the image plane, i.e., 
(refer to equation 4.79b)). Substitution of equation 5.67) into 
equation 5.62) yields the following simple equation 
or by equation 5.63) 5.68) 
Equation 5.68) indicates that there exists only one eigenvalue, 
i.e., 
5.69) 
Thus, in this case only the first term of equation 5.59) remains 
and all other terms are zero, i.e., 
5.70) 
Comparison between equations 4.78b) in the previous chapter and 
5. 70) indicates 
It is pointed out in equation 5.71) that in coherent illumination 
the amplitude is expressed by 
B. Incoherence 
For the case of incoherent illumination, matrix {Aj7consists 
of the sampled values of intensity in the image plane, i.e., 
In equation 5.62) all A1 s exist; omitting the algebraic manipula-
tion, it can be then shown that equation 5.62) yields the solutions 
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5. 71) 
5.72) 
5.73) 
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The intensity distribution is then given by equation 5.59) in the 
form, 
5.74) 
In equation 5.74) all A1 s contribute in an equivalent manner to the 
total illumination. Rewriting equation 5.59) in this case, we obtain 
5.75) 
Referring back to equation 4.73) in the prev4ous chapter we have 
in the incoherent case, 
., 
1/u - j or:r~) 1 f.l'.- .ffi.JI'fx. -j.) .b; 
_,. 
and at the point k • 1 
5. 76) 
Substitution of equation 5.76) into equation 5.39) and comparison 
with equation 5.75) yields 
Therefore, in incoherent illumination the intensity at each sampling 
point is expressed by 
or in matrix notation 
It is important to point out that in incoherent illumination 
k 
the intensity matrix ~k - i( ZR 
of equation 5.76). 
C. Partial Coherence 
) is always expressed in the form 
In partially coherent illumination we also obtain solutions ~l' 
~2 , •••• ~n by solving equation 5.62). Thus equation 5.59) is writ-
ten by the form equivalent to equation 5.74) in incoherent illumina-
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5.77) 
5. 78) 
5.79) 
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tion, The distinction between the incoherent case and the partially 
coherent case lies in the fact thst in the latter case, the larger 
A1 s play the dominant role in the evaluation of the total illumi-
nation. 
Again, referring back to equation 4,73) in the partially coher-
ent case in the previous chapter we hsve 
and at the k - 1 
Using equstons 5.39), 5.75) and 5,80) we obtain the following 
relation 
5.81) 
Thus in partially coherent illumination the intensity at each 
sampling point is 
5,82) 
which is equivalent to the incoherent case, but in equation 5,82) 
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the intensity matrix ~k = ;(2~ ) hss a different form 5.80) con-
sisting with a coherence function. 
Property 5 - In general, comparison between equations 5.39) and 5.59) 
yields the following equation 
5.83) 
which indicates the relation 
llu 5.84) 
This is the equation of a unitary transformation for the elements 
of the illumination matrix which ia another expression of the matrix 
notation 5.57). 
Property 6 - The entropy of the light beam is given by 
fl ""'\ ;t· J 1 • = - L -::::-- frJ..t .-~'~-' 5.85) ~· L q I;, 
where I
0
.- :::Y"J is the total illumination in the image plane. It 
is important to realize that this expression is merely a statistic-
al description of the degree of order (coherence) existing across 
the light beam. The proof is given here thst H becomes zero in the 
incoherent case, while it becomes maximum in the incoherent case. 
A. Coherent Case 
In equation 5.69) it is shown that there exists only one eigen-
value, i.e., A • A
0
, ~l - t.. 2 • ••••••• • A = D. n Thus equation 5.85) 
can be represented by 
We conclude here that the entropy is zero for coherent illumination. 
B. Incoherence Case 
In equation 5.73) we know t~t all eigenvalues A1 s exist, i.e., 
A = Al':."'A,,, ••••••• A. • The entropy is then given by 
4 n 
fl= 
In equation 5.87) all A1 s contribute in an equ15alent manner to the 
total entropy. The distinvtion between the coherent case and the 
partially coherent case lies in the fact ~t in the latter case, the 
larger A1 s play the dominant role in the evaluation of the entropy. 
Thus, the entropy has a maximum value in incoherent illumination. 
This maximum -.ours when the illumination is uniform, i.e., 
.. .... - . 
Then, 
;7 .. ~ L 
n 
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This means that H is a maximum and equal to log2n when the image 
illumination is uniform in the incoherent case. ( The same idea is 
discussed for a different problem in Shannon's paper (1948) "A Math-
ematical Theory of Coi!Uilunicaton".) As a result we understand that 
the entropy expressed by equation 5.85) agrees with the usual inter-
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pretation of the entropy of completely order and disorder arrangements. 
4. Density Matrix and Intensity Matrix 
We have studied the density matrix in statistical mechanics and, 
deriving the intensity matrix in optics in the previous chapter, we 
have investigated the general properties of the intensijy matrix. 
From these works we can easily see that the illumination matrix cor-
responds in many ways formally with the density matrix of statistical 
mechanics. Reviewing the previous sections we can point out the gen-
eral analogy between the density matrix in statistical mechanics and 
the illumination matrix in optics. 
A. Ensemble Theory and Sampling Theory 
The density matrix in statistical mechanics has been developed 
on the basis of the ensemble theory, while the basic point of the 
intensity matrix in optics starts with the sampling theory. In sta-
5.89) 
tistical mechanics we consider a large<~umber of similar systems which 
all contain N particles, each of which has a degrees of freedom and 
which all exist under the same circumstances, instead of considering 
one system. In other words, all these systems will possess the same 
~ 
Hamiltonian, but their representative points will, in general, not be 
the same. We here assume that there are so many systems that it is 
possible to speak of the density D(q1 •••• qs; p1 •••• ps) with which 
the representative points are distributed in ~-space. Gibbs (1902) 
named such a collection of similar systems as an ensemble. Thus, we 
speak of the density matrix on the basis of an ensemble concept. In 
informaton theory giving a background of the sampling theory in optics, 
we also consider the types of ensembles"in which we consider the en-
semble of functions of bandwidth W and approximate duration T. Any 
particular function of this ensemble is specified by the 2TW values 
of the function at its sampling points. The ensemble has 2TW degrees 
of freedom. The probability distribution to define such an ensemble 
is the probability distribution p(y1 , y2, ••• y2TW) where Yl, ••• , Y2tj 
are the values of a particular function at the sampling points. Thus, 
the intensity matrix in optics is also dependent on the probability 
distribution through the sampling theorem. In other words, the ele-
menta of the illumination matrix are the relative probabilities of 
occurrence of that particular function in the ensemble whose values 
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at the sampling points are y1,y2 ••••• YzTW• 
B. Probability Distribution and Intensity Distribution 
From equation 5.21) we see that the probability distribution can 
be expressed by the density matrix in this form; 
= 
where .0 is the density matrix ia statistical mechanics. On~Cthe J mn 
other hand, we can see Ubat the intensity distribution is also ex-
pressed by a similar form of equation 5.39), 
where A is the intensity matrix in optics. 
nm 
c. Fundamental Equations 
Let us consider a system with the Hamiltonian operator H. With 
the help of this operator we can determine a set of eigenfunctions 
Un(q) corresponding to the various possible eigenvalues En of the 
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energy of the system by considering the allowable solutions of the 
equation 
Any state of the system can then be expressed as an expansion in 
terms of these eigensolutions, having the form 
where ak is the probability amplitude corresponding to the energy 
level. In accordance with this expression, the density matrix has 
the components 
• 
Using these components we can show that the probability distribution 
can be expressed in the form of equation 5.90). Now the intensity 
distribution 5.91) can be expressed in the form by equation 5.46) 
and 5.56) 
I 
..t(X) = 
"" The diagonal elements of SAS are the eigenvalues A1, A2, •••••• An, 
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5.94) 
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which are all satisfied by equation 5.80), 
/IT =AT. 5.95) 
D. Unitary Transformation 
In the previous sections we used the unitary transformati*antech-
nique. In statistical mechanics we have from equations 5.15), 
5.96) 
or 
and in optics from equations 5.57) and 5.84) 
or 
-'\.. A = sll-s. 5 .97) 
E. Trace of the Matrix 
In equation 5.19) it is known in statistical mechanics that the 
diagonal elements of the density matrix are non-negative in any re 
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presentation and have a sum equal to unity in the form, 
...,. __ 
2 f,, 
n 
/raa ([>)=I 5.98) 
In optics we have from equation 5.51) 
5.99) 
which is also normalized for convenience. This indicates that the 
trace of diagonal elements is equal to the total illumination int-
grated over the image. 
F. Entropy Concept 
The density matrix is used for describing the distribution of 
the mechanical systems which compose a statistical ensemble. It is 
interesting to investigate the case that all the systems in t•e en-
semble are in the same state which is called a pure state. Other 
states besides a pure state are mixed states. In a pure state, an 
ensemble can represent an individual system whose exact mechanical 
state is known and an ensemble in a mixed state can be regarded as 
representing a system whose complete mechanical specification is not 
known. In a pure state the density matrix becomes 
5.100) 
since at any given time all the systems in the ensemble will have 
the same values of a: and an. In accordance with equation 5.5) the 
density matrix for a pure state is also normalized to unity with 
The condition satisfied by an ensemble in a pure state is the rela-
tion: 
since ~ a~ ~ will be "nity. The possibility of transforming to 
a representation in which the density matrix is diagonal can be sa-
tisfied if the eigenvalues of the density matrix are all equal to 0 
or 1. From this we can see that one and only one of the eigenvalues 
will be unity, since their sum also has to be equal to unity by 
equation 5.19). This means that all the systems in the ensemble 
must be in the same state. 
When we come to the statistical mechanical interpretation of 
thermodynamics it is seen that it is possible to relate the entropy 
of the systems to the statistical properties of the ensemble suit-
able for their representation. Then the distinction between pure 
and mixed states becomes important since the rational zero-point for 
the entropy of a system is that amount of entropy which it has when 
the corresponding representative ensemble is in a pure state. 
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The entr~py of a system will be zero for a pure state and greater 
than zero but with a definite value for any mixed state. 
Following the concept of von Neumann, we introduced the entropy 
5.85) of the light beam in terms of the eigenvalues of the diagonal-
ized matrix. It was already seen in the previous section that in 
coherent illumination the entropy is zero while in incoherent and 
partially coherent illumination the entropy has some definite value 
greater than zero. 
Finally, we construct the general diagram for the entropy con-
siderations in statistical mechanics and in optics in Table 5-l. 
Pure and Mixed States 
Density Matrix 
(Statistical Mechanics) 
Entropy Concept 
(Thermodynamics) 
Coherent, Partially and 
~ Incoherent Illuminations 
Intensity Matfices 
(Optical Image Formation) 
Table 5-l Entropy Considerations 
In statistical mechanics pure and mixed states play an important 
role for the entropy of a system in which the rational zero-point 
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is given by a pure state, while in optics illumination properties, 
coherent, partially coherent and incoherent, play the same role for 
the entropy in which the coherent illumination gives the zero-point. 
Thus, it is very interesting that the coherence properties in optics 
can be interpreted by the statistical concepts supporting the ideas 
of pure and mixed states in the system. This method is probably ~nl~ 
one way to relate the optical coherence concepts to a broad field in 
physics such as an atomic physics since the density matrix is inti-
mately connected with the particle density. 
It is also mentioned that since the entropy in optics depends 
upon the mode of illumination the entropy itself may be considered 
as a measure of coherency in a given optical system. According to 
von Neumann, he also defines the entropy in the following form, 
which will be used inthe same way as a different expression for 
the entropy. 
So far the similarity between the illumination matrix of sta-
tistical optics and the density matrix of statistical ~chanics has 
been investigated. However, this research is iacomplete so that we 
should pay much attention to further research in this area. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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Producing several new results, the unification of the Fourier 
and matrix descriptions of optical image formation has been completed. 
The correlation functions, basic to these approaches, has generalized 
the concept of partial coherence in image formation. Thus, the three 
major areas (mentioned in the Introduction) of research in the field 
of optical image formation have been successfully combined. The ma-
trix description, however, requires further generalizat6on in the 
polychromatic field (this problem was partially discussed). 
Investigations into the properties of the illumination matrix, 
along wikh the analogy existing between it and the density matrix of 
statistical mechanics, have led to a "statistical optics" which bears 
a similar relation to phenomenological optics in image forming systems 
that statistical mechanics bears to thermodynamics. However, further 
e~fort is necessary to completely describe the relationships between 
the illumination matrix and the density matrix.· From the point of 
view of polarized light, it is well known that the density matrix in 
statistical mechanics is directly relaied to the Stokes parameters of 
optics. Indeed, this relationship presents an area of future develop-
ment of the illumination matrix, i.e., its properties in the polarized 
field. Incorporating the results of Wolf on the coherence properties 
of partially polarized electromagnetic radiation, this subject suggests 
some interesting problems. In lieu of the incompleteness of the 
matrix description of optics in general, the incumbency of research 
in this area lies in the development of matrix approach in optical 
fields other than image formation, i.e,, neutron optics and electron 
optics, Such a development would yield a description of optical 
theory parallel in form and application to the Fourier description, 
Parenthetically, a comparison of such a parallelism with those ex-
isting in another field of physics would then prove rewarding in the 
same manner the entropy approaches in statistical mechanics and com-
munication theory have complemented each other by analogy, 
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The entropy concept in optics as well as its role in statistical 
mechanics and communication theory was discussed, In prticular, Fig-
ures 3-6 and 3-11 show the effect of focal changes on the entropy dif-
ferences from a geometrical optics viewpoant, while Figures 3-13 and 
3-15 demonstrate the same effect from the physical optics viewpoint, 
It is noted that while there is no entropy loss in defocussing for 
the former case, there exists a loss in entropy even inthae absence 
of a focal error from the standpoint of diffraction theory (due to 
the finite spread of the point image), This treatment can be extend-
ed to include real aberrations, The method is essentially the same, 
Finally, the research in this paper as well as areas of future 
endeavor is summarized in Table 6-1. Table 6-2 depicts the analogy 
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in the histrical development between quantum mechanics and optics. 
Indeed, the analogy shows the logical and proper direction of research in 
these fields. 
Statistical Mechanics 
Information Theory 
I 
Ensemble Theory 
+ 
Sampling Theory 
II 
Density Matrix 
1 
III 
Thermodynamics 
i 
Entropy 
. "' r ... ", 
1 
(or Information) 
-~---------~--------- ' I - ·--.-~ 
I I 1 
..). 
Entropy Sampling Theory Intensity Matrix) ( Inf . ) 
l 
( or ormat1on ,. 
), .,....... 0>~ 
Optics (----
-·- Fourier Description in Optics I 
-Polarization -------7 Stokes Parameters 
I 
~ 
Figure 6-1 Relations Among Statistical Mechanics, Information 
Theory and Optics 
_____. 
~ 
influenced by direction of arrow. 
independently investigated but 
related to each other. 
.... 
.... 
"' 
Quantum Mechanics 
I 
Differential 
Equation 
(Schr'odinger) 
Matrix Formu-
lation 
(Heisenberg, 
Born, Dirac) 
The same result 
Optics 
!\ 
Differential 
Equation 
(Maxwell Equation) 
Matrix Formu-
lation 
(Gabor and 
Gamo). 
The same result 
Figure 6-2 Analogy Between Quantum Mechanics 
and Optics 
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